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Foreword
Welcome to the Native Advertising Awards 2017 wrap-up.

T

hrough our different market
research, we have, for a while now,
seen native advertising budgets
grow at a rather dramatic pace
over the last couple of years. As
we were going through the many,
many submissions for the Native Advertising
Awards 2017, it quickly became clear to us that the
quality of work has been growing at an equally
dramatic pace. The 2016 edition was impressive,
but 2017 was simply astonishing in terms of the
creative work, the effectiveness of the campaigns
and the innovative approaches.

There are, in other words, no excuse for not being
inspired to go out and create or commission
some absolutely fabulous work in 2018. And then
of course remember to submit it to our Native
Advertising Awards 2018.

In this ebook you will be able to dive deep into
the 32 examples that won either a Gold, Silver
or Bronze prize. There are campaigns for both
B2B and B2C audiences and from markets across
Europe, North America, and Asia. There are
campaigns that focus on text, video, print, social
media, programmatic and YouTube. And there are
small and large agencies and studios as well as
brands and marketers.

We also thank the jury for their dedication and
expertise as well as a number of passionate
discussions about one of the most exciting topics
in the landscape of marketing right now: How to
deliver native advertising that is compelling and
effective.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

This year, the Native Advertising Awards included
31 categories under the themes: organisations,
strategy, channels and formats, and we would like
to take this opportunity to thank all participating
companies and brands, regardless of geography,
for sharing their creative ideas as well as KPIs with
the industry.

welcomed 400+ participants from 20 countries
around the globe.
We hope you will enjoy diving into the awardwinning cases, and we hope to see your entry
when we open up for the Native Advertising
Awards 2018.

Jesper Laursen
Founder

The winners were announced at the world’s
largest conference on native advertising “Native
Advertising DAYS” which was held in Berlin and

Native Advertising Institute

nativeadvertisinginstitute.com
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2018
Submit Your Best Work Now!
www.nativeadvertisinginstitute.com/awards/

Deadlines to remember:
Early Bird Deadline: April 5th, 2018 - €195 per entry
Lazy Bird Deadline: May 5th, 2018 - €235 per entry
Last Chance Deadline: July 6th, 2018 - €295 per entry
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Best Integrated Program
Publisher/Agency: Native Ad Studio of Hanza Media
Brand: Žito Group Country: Croatia / Slavonia

Campaign: The Good in Croatia

Summary
The leading agriculture and food company in Croatia wanted to raise awareness of their new brand
“Good”. With help from the Native Ad Studio of
Hanza Media, they created a 360 degree native ad
campaign focusing on all the good in Croatia. As a
result, product sales rose by 37%.
Mission
Žito Group, the leading agriculture and food company in the Croatian region of Slavonia, has built
cutting-edge technology factories to launch the
first mass prosciutto and delicates brand, called
“Good”.
As the largest private investor in food technology
production, Žito Group wanted to raise awareness of the importance of quality local production,
emerging technologies and strong community in
order to build an economically successful country.
The case objectives were therefore:
1. Awareness - to raise the awareness of the importance of positive economic and social trends, the
digital economy and quality initiatives in Croatia.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Integrated Program

/ GOLD

2. Community - to improve the public perception of
the region of Slavonia.
3. Thought leader - to position new brand “Good”
as a thought leader that understands consumer
needs and cares about the community.
4. Engagement and sales - to build an emotional
relationship with consumers, raise the awareness
of the brand ”Good” and encourage consumers to
buy the products.
KPIs
Awareness KPIs for the Native Ad Campaign:
yyA total reach of 750,000 minimum.
yyTotal pageviews of 250,000.
Engagement KPIs for the Native Ad Campaign:
yyAttention time: 02:00 minutes minimum per
piece.
yySocial engagement, likes, and shares: 5,000
minimum.
Display/promotion campaign KPIs:
yyImpressions: 2 million.
Target audience
Pessimistic consumers (age group: 25-60)
Women/mothers (age group 25-60)
Croatian consumers were among the top three of
the most pessimistic in the world during the five
years of recession, according to Nielsen market
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

research conducted in 2015. Consumer confidence
has recovered slightly, however it is still below the
European average.

Women and mothers were chosen as the target
subgroup: 85% of all consumer purchases are
made by women.

Pessimistic consumers tend to suspend expenditures, which has direct impact on business. It was
therefore of significant importance to inspire and
engage the target group when launching the new
mass brand.

Strategic approach
The context
Due to the prolonged economic recession in Croatia, the national index of happiness and self-esteem is low: ranked at 77 among 157 countries in

Native Advertising Institute
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Best Integrated Program

/ GOLD

2016, according to the Gallup survey for the United
Nations (UN).

in Croatia and enhance the proactive mindset by
using digital technologies?

Positive trends, such as 3% GDP growth in Q1
2017, have not yet been fully recognised within the
target group. Žito Group, the leading agriculture
and food industry group in the region of Slavonia,
has invested more than 100 million euros in the
new factory facilities and launched a new brand –
”Good”. The company wanted to engage consumers in the vision of a good Croatia and to encourage entrepreneurs.

The approach
1. Emphasising positive trends
The aim is to gather the newsworthy data that
showcases positive trends in Croatia and the impact on the community (e.g. living standards; doing
business), particularly in the region of Slavonia.

The behaviour observation:
The team undertook a content analysis research in
order to better understand the categories of news
that the target group has been exposed to. Due
to the prolonged recession, corruption affairs and
unstable government, media coverage has been a
reflection of those negative processes.
Secondly, the #1 sector in Croatia, tourism, is growing by approximately 10% per yearand is continuously presented in the media through successful
cases.
Thirdly, based on JTBD/contextual interviews, the
team has noticed a low trust in media among the
target group.
The challenge:
How might the campaign help pessimistic consumers to recognise the positive trends and values
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

2. Connecting the peers
Due to the low trust in media and public institutions, the solution was to connect the target group
with their optimistic peers, recognising peer-topeer recommendation as the most valuable form of
recommendation for digital consumers.
3. Inspire the target group
By emphasising the importance of quality local
food production, the target group was to be inspired further in order to try ”Good” brand products.
Creative idea
”The Good in Croatia” is the central platform for
the discussion of good achievements and positive
trends in Croatia. It is the first omnichannel/360
degree native ad campaign for the launch of a new
brand that combines nonconventional and traditional forms of communication through online and
offline channels (online, mobile, print, event) and
applies emerging technologies in order to engage
consumers in the vision of a good Croatia.

Native Advertising Institute

nativeadvertisinginstitute.com

The central part of
the campaign is the
interactive map of good
things in Croatia. A
consumer is invited to
answer ‘What is good in
Croatia?’
The campaign has been structured through the
three following subcategories:
1. Good in Croatia
yyThe central part of the campaign is the interactive map of good things in Croatia. A consumer
is invited to answer ‘What is Good in Croatia?’
and the answer shows up as a pin within the
map. More than 1100 consumers named the
things they love in Croatia, building the first public document on the good things the country has
to offer. Through the map, 317,000 consumers
could see more than 1100 arguments about what
is good in Croatia - all named by their peers.
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yyThe map was accompanied by a series of articles: 10 experts, influencers and opinion makers
researched and analysed positive trends in
Croatia (e.g. the growth of the digital economy;
the growth of export and food production; the
growth of startup companies; the growth of the
number of organ donors, etc.)
yy23 famous actors, singers and TV stars were
engaged in the public discussion on good.
yyA new special section ‘Good News of the Day’
was placed within the News, Business and Sport
section of the #1 premium daily newspaper,
Jutarnji list. The selection of the relevant positive
news of the day was made by the editors.
2. Good in Slavonia
yy12 people from the Croatian region of Slavonia
who have gained world success were presented
through a series of features (e.g. ‘The Woman
Who Rocks Slavonia’, ‘The Slavonian Sillicon
Valley’, and ‘The Future of Slavonia’).
3. Good
yyThree top Croatian chefs gathered in order to
design The First Croatian Sandwich, named
#goodsandwich, entirely made from quality
local produce. In the form of a reality show, the
chefs discussed the regional gourmet scene,
making preparations and creating the sandwiches with local produce and an innovative twist.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

yyThe result was eight #goodsandwiches from
six Croatian regions, including the Slavonian
#dobrosandwich using ”Good” brand products.
The recipes were presented through a series of
articles and videos in print and online media.
Duration
The duration of the native campaign was 52 days.
It consisted of 1) the interactive map, 2) the microsite, 3) 40 content pieces in print and online outlets, 4) promotion campaign, 5) social campaign, 6)
an event, and 7) six forms of content: video, article,
interactive map, photography, poll, infographics.

In the form of a
reality show, the chefs
discussed the regional
gourmet scene, making
preparations and creating
the sandwiches.

Native Advertising Institute
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Disclosure
During the campaign it was never explicitly suggested to buy the ”Good” products. The ads were
clearly labelled ‘Brought to you by the Good’ and
‘This project has been produced by the Native Ad
Studio of Hanza Media and Žito Group, applying
the highest professional standards of the platform’.
The native pieces had the disclaimer: “Žito Group
has launched a new delicates brand, ”Good”. We
want to push the economic growth in Slavonia,
raise the employment rate and create new business opportunities. We believe in the vision of a
good Croatia. In our own fields we grow grains
which we use to feed generations of domestic
Slavonian pig. By using a world famous recipe
and state-of-the art technology, we create what is
Good. We want to encourage people to choose
good, even if that is not the easiest way. We
believe in Croatia and Slavonia, made of good
things.”
Platforms
The 360 degree native ad promotion campaign ran
in five print media outlets, four news and lifestyle
portals, associated social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter), and an event.
The event took place in a city restaurant where
people could watch famous chefs designing The
First Croatian Sandwich and trying out the local
products.
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Content distribution and promotion efforts
Online
The project widget linked to the microsite ‘The
Good in Croatia’ placed within the editorial content
on the front page of jutarnji.hr for 52 days. Native
ads within the campaign were crosslinked to the
project microsite, placed as a special section within
the jutarnji.hr. The native ads were placed within
the editorial content on the homepage for one
day each. A display campaign was also running on
jutarnji.hr.
Social
Jutarnji.hr social feeds - Facebook, Instagram,Twitter - were used to promote the project and the
content pieces. Video #dobrosandwich recipes
and a behind-the-scenes video story have been
displayed as Facebook standalone video posts on
the goodfood.hr’s Facebook and Instagram feed.
Print
Each native ad in print media had a promotion box
with CTA and link to the microsite ‘The Good in
Croatia’.
Event
The project has been promoted through the event
with the famous chefs.
Size of team involved:
17

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Results
yyThe Native Ad Campaign ‘The Good in Croatia’
lasted 52 days and had more than 8500 likes
and shares.
yy1137 consumers and 49 experts, influencers and
entrepreneurs engaged in the campaign.
yyIn July, the ”Good” brand product sales rose by
37%
yyAt the time, ‘The Good in Croatia’ was the only
advertising campaign being run by Žito Group.

Native Ad Campaign /Awareness KPIs:
yyTotal Facebook reach: 1.6 million
yyPageviews/video views total: 448,109
yyPageviews/microsite: 317,000
yyVideo views: 131,109

1137 consumers and
49 experts, influencers
and entrepreneurs
engaged in the campaign.
In July, the “Good”
brand product sales
rose by 37%
VIEW ARTICLE

Native Ad Campaign/ Engagement KPIs:
yyAttention time: 2:00 minutes/ per piece
yySocial engagement/likes/shares: 8,512
yyPositive feedback: 99.3%
yyNumber of people involved in the poll: 1,137
Display/ promotion campaign KPIs:
yyImpressions: 2,142,445
yyCTR: 0.64%

Native Advertising Institute

nativeadvertisinginstitute.com
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Best Integrated Program
Publisher/Agency: Aller Media / Femina

Campaign: Triaction by Triumph

Brand: Triumph

Country: Denmark

Summary
Triumph wanted to raise awareness of its brand
and increase the number of trials of its sports bra.
The company teamed up with the women’s magazine, Femina, and through sponsorship of women’s run and native advertisements, the campaign
resulted in a sales lift of +75% during the campaign
period.
Mission
When a woman runs, her bust moves between
7.5cm and 20cm up and down and sideways. This
makes it crucial for her to have proper support and
wear a correctly sized sports bra. At the same time,
seven out of 10 women wear a bra in the wrong
size.
Triumph wanted to do something about this and
help Danish women find just the right bra for proper support when they engage in sports.
The campaign aimed to raise brand awareness and
generate involvement and trials of Triaction sports
bras among the target group of women aged
30–60.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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KPIs
yyRaise brand awareness for the Triaction
sub-brand.
yyIncrease the number of trials of Triaction sports
bras.
yyGenerate involvement in the Triaction sub-brand.
Target audience
Women aged 3060.
Strategic approach
Triumph teamed up with Femina to create closer
bonds to women who are interested in sports.
Femina has good coverage of the target group and
is good at engaging its readers and communicating
with them at eye level. Additionally, opinion leaders
in the field of fashion are much better represented
among Femina’s readers, as compared to women
in general, and are more prone to trying out new
products and talking to their friends about them.

To create interesting and relevant content, two
large activities were planned:

were booked and 700 interested readers were on
the waiting list.

10-week workout and health program
The campaign started in February when Femina
and Triumph announced that three lucky readers
could win a 10-week workout and health program in the lead-up to the Femina Women’s Run,
prepared by running expert Sara Maria Franch
Mærkedahl and dietitian Gitte Høj. The program
included participation in the Femina Women’s Run,
the Triaction x Femina Social Run and, of course, a
Triaction sports bra. This was very popular among
Femina’s readers. Very quickly, 75 women had
applied and the three test persons were found.

To increase the qualified knowledge of and involvement in the Triaction brand, an extensive native advertising track was run concurrent to this on
femina.dk and on Femina’s Facebook page, with
engaging video contents and digitorials.

Due to these factors, Femina proved to be a
perfect match for the Triumph brand and for the
Triaction campaign.

Triaction x Femina Social Run
To increase brand involvement and support, the
Femina Women’s Run sponsorship, Triumph and
Femina created the Triaction x Femina Social Run:
an exclusive 5K run (100 participants in Copenhagen and 100 participants in Aarhus) that focused
on the social experience rather than running
against the clock.

Creative idea
The core of the campaign was a sponsorship of the
Femina Women’s Run and, leading up to the run,
an extensive native campaign was built to ensure
Triumph ownership of the period before and during
the runs.

Participants were Femina readers, bloggers and
influencers. All participants received a Triaction
sports bra so they could experience the bra’s good
support. In the lead up to the run, it was promoted
on femina.dk and Facebook, and the spaces were
soon filled. After only a few hours, the 200 spaces

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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As the grand finale, Triumph’s sponsorship was
activated at the Femina Women’s Run with Triumph
signs along the running route, logo exposure on
jersey runner numbers and starting and finish
line portals, as well as a big Triumph stand with a
complete range of Triaction bras and the option of
being fitted by Triumph’s skilled employees.
In addition, Triumph was the co-sender for the editorial promotion of the run in Femina magazine and
on femina.dk, both up to and after the run.
Triumph also activated its sponsorship on its own
channels, especially Facebook and Instagram,
enhancing the effect of the campaign.
Platforms
Print – Femina magazine
Online – femina.dk
Facebook – Femina’s Facebook page
Event – Femina Women’s Run and Triaction x Femina Social Run
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Content distribution and promotion efforts
The campaign ran from February until June.
Throughout the campaign period, native content in
the form of video, advertorials and Facebook posts
was active in Femina’s universe, with the largest
emphasis in the beginning of the campaign period.
In April and May, the Triaction x Femina Social Run
was executed and in May and June the sponsorship of Femina Women’s Run was activated.
Size of team involved:
8
Results
The combined activities created large scale involvement in the Triaction sub-brand and in that
way raised the brand awareness.
In turn, these activities had a very positive spillover effect on shop staff – they were proud of the
sponsorship and were very enthusiastic as they
staffed the stand at the Femina Women’s Run and
the shop for the Triaction x Femina Social Run.
The high level of involvement intensified the shop
staff’s focus on the Triaction brand, which had a
positive effect on sales.
yyFemina women’s run/logo exposure.

yyVoucher in goodie bag.
yyLogo exposure on race number, selfie wall, start
and finish line.
yy2 x 100 very pleased participants at the Triaction
x Femina Social Run.
yy151,464 page views on advertorials on femina.dk
yyReach Facebook posts: 1.2 mill. (gross)
yyVideo views on Facebook: 598,955 (gross)
yyInteractions on Facebook: 4,283
yyReach Triumph Instagram: 74,266 (gross)

yy14,051 runners.

yyEnhanced pride and enthusiasm of Triumph’s
employees – keener in-shop focus on Triaction
sports bras.

yyStand/shop at each run.

yySales lift of +75% during the campaign period.

yyEight runs in seven cities.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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The high level of
involvement intensified
the shop staff’s focus on
the Triaction brand, which
had a positive effect on
sales.
VIEW VIDEO
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Best Integrated Program
Publisher/Agency: Summit Media/Cosmopolitan Campaign: Strong is Beautiful
Brand: Pantene (Procter & Gamble Philippines) Country: The Philippines

Summary
To increase awareness of Pantene’s “Strong is
Beautiful” campaign, Summit Media made use of
Cosmopolitan magazine’s multiple channels and
the hype surrounding Selena Gomez’ Manila concert. The campaign’s native article alone reached
more than 2.6 million people on social media.
Mission
To create a content program that would increase
awareness of Pantene’s “Strong is Beautiful” campaign, and to encourage product trial for its Hair
Fall line.
KPIs
yyNative article: page views and average time on
page.
yyFacebook: reach, impressions, and engagement.
yyOn-ground executions: number of attendees.
Target audience
Fun, fearless millennials. The young, confident,
stylish and ambitious Cosmo Girl.
Strategic approach
Cosmopolitan, whose brand advocacy is women’s
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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empowerment, leveraged Pantene ambassador
Selena Gomez, who had a concert in Manila on
July 31, 2016, as part of her Revival Tour.
Summit Media amplified Pantene’s campaign by
utilising Cosmo’s multiple channels. They leveraged the hype surrounding Selena Gomez’ Manila
concert by bundling free tickets in the July 2016
issue, producing a series of native ads and print
advertorials, and putting Selena on the cover of
the August 2016 issue. Summit Media also set up a
glam booth and arranged a Facebook Live coverage on the night of the concert.
The following month, they mounted an event
called Cosmo Beauty Block, which featured hair
and beauty experts to celebrate strong women
with stronger hair.
Creative Idea
By listening to audience data, Summit Media observed that Cosmo Girls feel more beautiful when
they feel strong and fearless. Hence, they came up
with this insight: A Cosmo Girl is a Pantene woman.
Summit Media cemented the identity of a Pantene
woman by empowering Cosmo Girls to celebrate
their stronger self through the #StrongIsBeautiful
hashtag. They thought there is no better way to
do that than to champion a strong woman who
resonates with them: Pantene ambassador and
certified Cosmo Girl Selena Gomez.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Platforms
Online: Cosmo.ph and Cosmopolitan Philippines
Facebook page.

and Cosmo stronger by publishing a native article:
“8 Times Selena Gomez Gave Us Serious #HairGoals”.

Print: Cosmopolitan Philippines magazine.

Events and social media
On the night of the Manila concert in July 2016,
they set up a booth where Cosmo Girls glammed
up, took fab photos, and brought home advanced
copies of the August issue. The Cosmo Girls also
got a 90-minute preview of the concert happenings through a Facebook live coverage moderated
by the Cosmo editors.

On ground: Cosmo Beauty Block event and the
glam booth during Selena Gomez’s concert.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Native article
Summit Media made the bond between Pantene

Native Advertising Institute
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Next, a beauty event should help Cosmo Girls
achieve the crowning glory they deserve. Called
the Cosmo Beauty Block, the event featured
beauty editors, makeup mavens, and hair experts
who came together to celebrate strong women
with stronger hair. Summit Media did a Facebook
live coverage at the event for Pantene-sponsored
segments.
Print
Summit Media put five “golden tickets” a la Willy
Wonka inside Cosmo’s July 2016 issue for lucky
Cosmo Girls to find. Selena Gomez appeared on
the cover of the August 2016 issue, also known
as the beauty issue. It also had special extended
covers sponsored by Pantene. A hair guide was
included in the 2016 beauty issue to help readers
achieve Selena’s hair looks.

reached more than 2.6 million people on social
media.
yyOver a thousand Cosmo Girls sampled the
product in the Cosmo Beauty Block event, but
Summit Media extended the experience to those
who tuned in to the live broadcast on Facebook.
yyThe video garnered more than a million in total
reach, impressions, and engagement. That’s not
counting all the photos and videos shared at the
Pantene beauty booth.

They cemented the
identity of a Pantene
woman by emporing
Cosmo Girls to Celebrate
their stronger self through
the #StrongIsBeautiful
hashtag.

VIEW VIDEO

VIEW ARTICLE

Size of team involved
Native Editor, Art Director, Managing Editor,
Cosmopolitan publisher, Cosmo.ph editors,
ExperienceLab, Summit Media (events), Social
Media Marketing Manager.
Results
yyThe campaign generated more than 2 million in
total reach, impressions, and engagement on
the Cosmo Philippines Facebook page on the
night of the concert alone.
yyFurthermore, the supporting native article

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Native Advertising Strategy
Publisher/Agency: Look at Media

Campaign: The Village

Brand: Yandex.Taxi

Country: Russia

Summary
Many people in Russia are prejudiced against taxi
drivers. In order for Yandex.Taxi to gain users’ trust,
Look at Media created a 360 native project and
recreated well-known movie scenes in regular Yandex taxis and watched the driver’s reaction. 79% of
users watched the videos until the very end.
Mission
Yandex.Taxi is one of the leading mobile taxi applications on the Russian market. However, a lot of
people in Russia are prejudiced against taxi drivers
and see them as descendants of the post-Soviet
era: rude, arrogant and crooked. Because of this
belief, many people are afraid of using the app that
offers regular taxis, not personal drivers.
Currently, Yandex.Taxi has a harsh set of exams for
taxi drivers. To become a taxi driver, you should
know Russian and English, know different city
districts, have a decent car, and be very client-oriented.
So, Yandex.Taxi needed to gain users’ trust and
prove that all taxi drivers in the service are excellent.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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KPIs for the case
yyNumber of views.
yyUses of promo-code.

Target audience
yy25-34-year-olds.
yyUrban dwellers.
yyHave an active lifestyle.
yyThey are opinion leaders among friends, they
have the power to persuade their peers to try
something new or even to change their opinion
about something.
Strategic approach
Look at Media chose The Village as a primary medium for this native project, because of the audience that is suitable for the brand. The Village is an
online newspaper, usually covering topics connected with the city and its lifestyle and concentrated
on the positive vibes of the city.
At the very beginning, Look at Media reminded
themselves that the consumption of the content among The Village users had dramatically
changed. More and more people follow their pages on Facebook (or other social media), read via
instant articles, like the pictures, but don’t visit the
web page itself.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Thus, Look at Media understood that creating a
regular native project wouldn’t hit the spot and
they wouldn’t reach the ideal numbers. So they
changed the approach and decided to create
something, that they now call a “360 native project”, where they have one main idea for the content, but each part can exist individually in different
social media channels. Look at Media wanted to

Native Advertising Institute
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move from a Content Distribution paradigm to Multichannel Native Content.
They needed a campaign where each element at
the same time could be a part of a big story as well
as self-contained material on its own.
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Creative idea
To follow the approach, Look at Media decided to
rethink one of the most popular editorial formats
used in the Village, “the experiment”, which is
when a journalist challenges different city situations and sees the outcome.

Results
yyNumber of views of the article (forecast): 30,000

In the project, Look at Media recreated six wellknown movie scenes in regular Yandex taxis and
watched the drivers’ reactions using Go-Pro cameras. The drivers didn’t know that they were participating in the project. Look at Media told them that
the cameras were regular video registrators.

yyAverage percent of users who watched videos
until the very end: 79%

All videos were combined in one branded article
on The Village, and then each video was spread in
The Village’s social media accounts on Facebook
(paid promotions weren’t used). By clicking on the
side banner in the project, users could get their
promo codes for a free ride with Yandex.Taxi.
Platforms
The-village.ru and Facebook.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
yyNative article and banners on the-village.ru
yyPosts on facebook.com/thevillagemsk
yyPaid promotions weren’t used.
Number of people involved
More than 25.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

yyActual number of views of the article: 41,875
yyAverage time on the article: 02:31
yyActual number of involved users (including publications in social media): 73,651

yy50,000 promo codes were spread in Moscow, St
Petersburg, and other Russian cities.

VIEW VIDEOS

Lool at Media
recreated six well-known
movie scenes in regular
Yandex taxis and watched
the drivers’ reactions
using Go-Pro cameras.

Native Advertising Institute
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Best Use of Online Media
Best Native Advertising Strategy
Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign
Best Use of Text
Publisher/Agency: 24sata d.o.o.

Campaign: #NoShame

Brand: Pliva

Country: Croatia

Summary
By creating seven articles about sex, sex education
and abortion in Croatia, 24sata d.o.o helped the
pharmaceutical company Pliva promote the birth
control pill as a safe birth control solution.
Mission
Pliva, the largest pharmaceutical company in
Croatia, wanted to promote the birth control pill
as a safe birth control solution. According to the
client’s research, younger generations are pretty
careless regarding safe sex, as the number of
illegal abortions is on the rise and the “withdrawal”
method is considered as a birth control method.
KPIs
Reach as many women as possible and educate
them about the birth control pill.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Use of Online Media / GOLD
Best Native Advertising Strategy / SILVER
Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign / SILVER

Target audience
Younger women and general public.
Strategic approach
24 sata d.o.o. divided the campaign into three
phases:
First, they made a survey about birth control methods, sex and general health amongst women on
24sata.hr. From the information they received from
the survey, they planned which topics to do and
which sites to place it on.
Phase 2 was publishing seven articles placed on
zdravakrava.hr (top site on health), klokanica.hr
(top site on parenthood) and 24sata.hr (top news
site). The articles included infographics, interviews
and standard story articles.
Phase 3 was a custom made format. After everything was published, 24sata d.o.o. took pieces of
text from the most read articles and made one custom made format. They wanted to grab as many
readers as possible and wanted them to stay on
the story. The provocative visual of the campaign,
using the # instead of a traditional headline and
an interactive text, were all there to guarantee the
campaign, not just clicks, but a good average time
spent on site. With 3:37 average time spent, 24sata
d.o.o. succeeded with that. The combination of all
three phases gave the campaign: reach, excellent
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

time spent on site and access to the target audience.
Creative idea
Today in Croatia, they are facing a possible future
ban on abortion. Sex education in schools is centuries away from implementation and gay marriage
has already lost its battle a few years ago.

Native Advertising Institute
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With that in mind, 24sata d.o.o understood that
they couldn’t talk about the pill without talking
about sex, sex education and abortion in Croatia.
So they did. They told a story about the pill from
different angles.
Through history: talking about Margaret, her struggle and reasons why she invented the pill.
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Through science: giving information that wasn’t
widely known. For example, while you are on the
pill you don’t have to have your period. It was just
made that way so women would still feel feminine.
Through health: telling that the pill can help prevent different medical conditions and that it’s one
of the safest birth control solutions.
While educating about the pill, the articles still
talked about sex in Croatia and the lack of sexual education and included comparisons to other
European countries. 24sata d.o.o. placed topics on
relevant sites and told a story bigger than the pill,
while making it about the pill. It all came together
on the custom made format #noshame.
The goal was to make it interesting enough for
somebody not just to click on it but to stay on it as
well. The visual of the lips, an interactive page and
the main # as the title of the story made an impact
that resulted in 3:37 average time spent on site.
Platforms
24sata.hr - the top news site in Croatia with
1,500,000 unique monthly users and its social media outlets: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram.
Zdravakrava.hr - the top health site in Croatia with
over 350,000 unique monthly users and its Facebook page.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Klokanica.hr - the top parenthood site with more
than 280,000 unique monthly users and its Facebook page.
Size of team involved
5
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Content distribution and strategy went hand in
hand. There would be no random positioning of
articles or even putting the articles online and letting them sit there for a month gradually collecting
pageviews.
Instead, the approach was similar to news publishing, with a series of articles. They were online
for a maximum of two days and then published on
social media. It all started with general topics about
sex leading to more in-depth stories about health,
history and hard facts.
All seven articles were published throughout one
month. After everything was published, 24sata
d.o.o. took pieces of text from the most read articles and made one custom made format that was
going to be the crown of the campaign. It was a
sort of “if you missed it, here it is all in one place”piece. 24sata d.o.o. published the microsite on all
involved sites and their social media accounts. It
was live for seven days.

Native Advertising Institute
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Best Use of Online Media / GOLD
Best Native Advertising Strategy / SILVER
Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign / SILVER

Results
yyThe campaign reached more than 300,000 people through 24sata and its Facebook page.
yyThe microsite had more than 72,000 page views
with 3:37 average time spent on site.
yyArticles published on subsites had two times
more pageviews than standard articles published on the site and an average of 4 minutes
spent on site.

VIEW ARTICLE

VIEW VIDEO

24 sata understood
that they couldn’t talk
about the pill without
talking about sex, sex
education, and abortion.
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Best Native Advertising Strategy
Publisher/Agency: Rappler

Campaign: #BuiltTough

Brand: Ford

Country: The Philippines

Summary
To position the Ford Ranger as a tough and powerful truck, Rappler created native articles that
focused on different personas and their perception of toughness. The campaign garnered over
1,000,000 page and social views combined with
an average time spent of six minutes.
Mission
Rappler’s role was to showcase the Ford Ranger as
a tough and capable vehicle that enables consumers to pursue their passion with purpose.
Ford had previously partnered with Rappler for
tips-based content to establish how the smart technology and features of a variety of Ford vehicles
can cater to both urban city living and off-road
destinations for professionals, families, and weekend warriors.
The challenge for Rappler was to push the envelope and develop innovative executions that would
add another dimension to the campaign, specifically for the Ford Ranger #BuiltTough campaign.
KPIs
Page and social views.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Native Advertising Strategy / BRONZE

Target audience
The digital campaign in partnership with Ford
aimed to maintain leadership in the pick-up segment and strengthen the brand positioning of the
Ford Ranger as a tough and powerful truck for
consumers with active lifestyles, a segment that
belongs to 55% of the Rappler audience - 50% of
whom are specifically in the market for autos.
This community can be described as progressive,
socially relevant, tech savvy and intellectually stimulated. as they are always on the look-out for the
latest news, current events, growth opportunities,
travel and adventure.
Strategic approach
Instead of a straightforward product feature
describing the technical specs of the Ford Ranger, Rappler humanised the campaign and used
storytelling as a means to define toughness and
position the vehicle as the audience’s partner in
achieving its goals. The key takeaway is to inspire
readers to perform better and emerge stronger
one achievement after the next, because it takes a
tough person to drive a tough vehicle.

allows Rappler to house multiple profiles and stories in one page and increase audience engagement.

story of toughness, whether it be a thrill-seeking
passion for life, resilience in the face of opposition,
or a tenacious spirit devoted to helping others.

The parallax - a special execution developed by
Rappler ground up utilises a mix of interactive elements and experiential visuals such as panoramic
photos, cinemagraphs, and slideshow galleries to
immerse the audience in the content. This design

Creative idea
Toughness is a muscle flexed only in times of adversity. It’s not an inherent quality; rather it’s built,
strengthened, and earned with every roadblock
that’s overcome. Each person has his or her own

This definition of toughness was re-imagined
through profiles of real people and translated into
a visually stimulating execution to immerse the
readers in their experience and the environment
they thrive in.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Native Advertising Strategy / BRONZE
Rappler interviewed three personalities from different fields to capture their perspective on what it
means to be tough: (1) a female athlete, host, and
football club manager who opened her own sports
facility and indoor football turf, (2) a former showbiz personality turned restaurateur who manages
several businesses, and (3) a surfer and social
entrepreneur who advocates for the environment
and responsible tourism in the Philippines.

The company maximises the use of each social
channel based on the behaviour of the Rappler
community (i.e. Twitter is used for two-hours of
social conversations, Facebook is used for LIVE
videos and Instagram for visual content).

In this sense, driving in tough conditions was used
as a metaphor for overcoming life’s obstacles -especially for Raf Dionisio who has embarked on a
mission to reach out to remote indigenous communities in Zambales. The story was able to show
how a tough utility vehicle such as the Ford Ranger
can help build communities.

Results
yyThe campaign garnered over 1,000,000
page and social views combined.

Platforms
All the features were published on Rappler.com
and amplified via its social media channels: Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
As an engagement platform, Rappler believes in
the power of the community. With each item of
sponsored content ends, not just with the published story on a Rappler platform, but with a call to
action - whether this is in support of an advocacy
such as in this campaign, or a business objective
to fulfill a brand objective. Rappler harnesses the
power of the community by ensuring that each
feature is likewise amplified on social media.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Size of team involved
1 Account Manager, 2 Content Producers, and 1
Editor.

yyAverage time spent on the special execution
was six minutes which is 3x longer than the
usual time spent on a standard advertorial on
Rappler.
yyThe page also housed related stories which led
the audience to discover other content published for different Ford car models.

VIEW ARTICLE 1

VIEW ARTICLE 2

Rappler interviewed
three personalities from
different fields to capture
their perspectives on what
it means to be tough.

yyTo date, the pieces are still being organically
searched within and outside the Rappler site by
auto enthusiasts in the market for new vehicles
and vehicle services.
yyInterest on the topic of driving and travel was
sustained, elevating the key message of Ford
even further by introducing new perspectives
and meaningful stories with the concept of overcoming challenges, community building, and
empowering oneself as a driver.
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Best Series of Sponsored Articles
Publisher/Agency: Atlantic Re:think

Campaign: Restoring the Promise of Public Education

Brand: Allstate

Country: USA

Summary
Through a series of articles, Atlantic Re:think reinforced the insurance company Allstate’s commitment to supporting individuals making a difference
in their communities. The campaign reach was 9.5x
above Atlantic Re:think’s internal benchmark for
social actions.
Mission
To increase awareness of Allstate’s involvement
within communities and The Renewal Project, a
partnership between Allstate and Atlantic Media
Strategies to chronicle the social innovation taking
place in communities across the country, as America renews itself from the ground up.
KPIs
Reach and engagement (time spent, social actions).
Target audience
Millennials, home and auto insurance holders, and
community organisers/policy makers.
Strategic approach
Atlantic Re:think brought Allstate’s commitment
to supporting and celebrating individuals who are
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Series of Sponsored Articles / GOLD

making a difference in their communities to life
through a series of sponsored articles:
yyRestoring the Promise of Public Education
yyA Primary-School Classroom for a New Public-School Majority
yyThe Middle Way to Happier, Smarter Teens
Creative idea
Allstate sought to tell a story that focused on education and on how to restore the historic promise of public education. After considering stories
related to technology, curriculum, testing, and
much more, Atlantic Re:think kept coming back to
the idea that the hallmark of a good education is
to prepare students for the world in which they’ll
someday work and live.
That means a socioeconomically diverse, racially
diverse society. School systems must reflect the
wider society and must offer equal opportunity for
all. Atlantic Re:think decided to find and tell the story of a place that is achieving this against the odds,
where the school system adequately prepares all
of its students to thrive.
In telling the story, they wanted to bring the viewers along with them, to give them a distinct sense
of place. They did this through photos and video
snapshots. Atlantic Re:think also wanted the viewers to hear the voices of the characters - a group
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

of people who are remarkably disciplined in their
dedication to fairness and academic excellence
-- and so decided to add audio tracks to the overall
multimedia experience.
In addition to the long feature, Atlantic Re:think
also created an infographic that imagined the
classroom of the future, what it will need to include
in order to prepare young minds for the digital-native world as we know it today.
They also created an accompanying article that
explored the best techniques for teaching middle
schoolers, one that was tailored to the developmental and emotional needs of kids in that age
group. Early adolescents experience neuroplasticity, or high malleability of the brain, so they need
specialised attention from educators.
The narrative was built around interviews with
experts who could best speak to the science and
data that drives these techniques—middle school
teachers, administrators, researchers and educators who specialise in adolescent learning patterns.
In the end, Atlantic Re:think achieved its ultimate
goal of creating a thoughtful, deeply reported story
about middle school education that read like a
piece of traditional editorial content.

Content distribution and promotion efforts
The sponsored articles were distributed on TheAtlantic.com and through their social media accounts.
Size of team involved
A team of nine writers, illustrators, photographers,
and project managers brought this program to life.
Results
yy2x higher than the internal benchmark for page
views.
yy9.5x higher than the internal benchmark for
social actions.
yyEven the Southern Poverty Law Center retweeted the articles on Twitter and reposted on
Facebook.

VIEW ARTICLE 1

VIEW ARTICLE 2

VIEW ARTICLE 3

Platforms
Sponsored articles on TheAtlantic.com
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Best Series of Sponsored Articles
Publisher/Agency: Mindshare / Independent News & Media
Brand: Failte Ireland Country: Ireland

Campaign: Rediscovering Ireland

Summary
To promote three regions for the National Tourism
Development Authority of Ireland, Mindshare and
Independent News & Media created a series of
multimedia articles. All articles in the series surpassed the KPI of 22,000 views.
Mission
The National Tourism Development Authority of
Ireland, Fáilte Ireland, wanted to promote the three
regions the Wild Atlantic Way, the Lakelands and
Ireland’s Ancient East. Therefore, Mindshare and
Independent News & Media (INM) looked to develop multimedia native content for Fáilte Ireland that
would showcase the best Ireland has to offer as a
tourist destination across these three regions.
Using a multimedia native article format, Mindshare, led by INM’s native editor, developed a
number of engaging stories, told from different
points of view. The aim was to tell stories in an experiential way and to use as many different digital
elements as possible.
KPIs
Independent.ie guaranteed 22,000 views on a
multimedia article.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Target audience
The target audience for these articles were Failte’s
Footloose Socialisers – 15% of the domestic market
(mid-late forties), Indulgent Romantics – 14% of
domestic market (45 to 65 years), and Connected
Families – 23% of domestic market (parents in late
thirties or early forties with children under the age
of 10).
Mindshare therefore looked for protagonists who
would resonate with each of these demographics
and deliver the digital content on Independent.ie’s
home page and Travel section.
Strategic approach
The first installment was written by native editor
Hugo McCafferty from a first person POV and
chronicled his journey along the Wild Atlantic Way
after returning from living in Italy. Introducing his
family to various routes along the Wild Atlantic
Way, McCafferty’s installment was a piece as much
about his family looking for somewhere to call
home as it was about discovering Ireland’s tourist
attractions. With a young family of his own, the article spoke to Failte’s Connected Families audience.
The next two installments promoted Ireland’s
Lakelands and featured one family and one mature
couple on a journey over water in the midlands
area of Ireland.

The third tranche of articles promoted Ireland’s
Ancient East from particular angles – food experiences and Halloween. These had a more editorial
feel and provided information for potential tourists
about what’s on, according to Failte’s requests.
Creative idea
The idea was to present the Wild Atlantic Way,

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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the Lakelands and Ireland’s Ancient East in a new,
authentic and engaging way and showcase the
best that these destinations have to offer, promote
awareness and to move the reader further down
the funnel towards actually booking a break. The
challenge for Failte is to encourage people to
book overnight stays, so useful information about
accommodation and deals was important.
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The result was a series of multimedia articles that
showcased the wide range of experiences available in Ireland and the richness of getaway products the island has to offer.
For the Lakelands articles, Mindshare and INM had
to source participants with a competition to decide
who would then be sent on a waterway break for
the Bank Holiday Weekend. The agency used their
interactive competition format Second Street for
entries and selected participants based on their
account of why they deserved to win the prize.
For the Ireland’s Ancient East articles, Mindshare
and INM were briefed on a couple of difficult subjects on Ancient East as a food destination and one
as a Halloween getaway. The difficulty with Ancient
East is that there is a huge density of destinations,
attractions and events across a wide span of history without any one physical thread or narrative
carrying through. The Ancient East region stretches
from Dublin to Cork, so it is very difficult to visualise exactly what it is. The challenge was to make
sense of the extensive history and activities and to
sell it to the readers in a digested form.

The content was shareable and included high res
imagery of the destinations, illustrated maps of the
itineraries, video – including drone footage by their
own video production team -- and embedded UGC
from Instagram to relate first person experience.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Traffic was supported by INM’s highly engaged
Travel social channel and their main Independent.
ie social channels.
Size of team involved
1 - the native editor, Hugo McCafferty.
Results
yyMindshare and INM guaranteed a KPI of 22,000
views on a multimedia article and all features in
the series surpassed that number.

Platforms
Mindshare and INM published a series of engaging
multimedia articles that ran on Independent.ie and
were supported by their social channels.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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The content was
shareable with high
res images of the
destinations, illustrated
maps of the iteneraries,
videos, and embedded
UGC from Instagram
to relate to first person
experience.

VIEW ARTICLE 1

VIEW ARTICLE 4

VIEW ARTICLE 2

VIEW ARTICLE 5

VIEW ARTICLE 3

VIEW ARTICLE 6
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Best Series of Sponsored Articles
Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign
Publisher/Agency: VG Partnerstudio

Campaign: The Hidden Gems of Norway

Brand: Innovation Norway

Country: Norway

Summary
To promote Norway as a holiday destination for
Norwegians, VG Partnerstudio created a series of
articles that involved the readers and took them
on a journey to explore Norway. The aim was to
get 200,000 page views, but the articles gained
727,677 pageviews in total.
Mission
Innovation Norway is the Norwegian Government’s
most important organ for innovation and development of Norwegian enterprises and industry. Innovation Norway is responsible for the development
and maintenance of Visitnorway.no – the official
travel guide to Norway.
Norwegian travelling habits have changed, with
increasing numbers of Norwegians spending their
holiday and leisure trips abroad more often.
The main objective for this project was to increase
Norwegians interest in domestic travels by providing people with more “reasons to go”.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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yyTo increase awareness of VisitNorway’s app.
Ultimately, the campaign’s target was to get Norwegians to realise that visitnorway.no is not just a
platform created to guide foreigners on long-stay
holidays in Norway, but a great place to discover
new, exciting activities and destinations – both for
short weekend trips and longer stays.
Target audience
The campaign should reach people who are interested in travels, like the outdoors, are interested
in adventure holidays, like to discover new places,
and who appreciate beautiful scenery.

On completion of the campaign the target audience should ultimately:
yyHave gained knowledge about travel opportunities in Norway, and discovered new destinations.
yyHave increased their interest to travel in Norway,
both for leisure trips and long-stay.
yyHave gained knowledge about where to go for
inspiration and information about travelling in
Norway.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

yyHave changed their perception of Norway being
“too expensive to travel”, towards understanding
the value of travelling in Norway and thinking it
is well worth it.
KPIs
yyTo increase desire to travel in Norway – both on
holiday and weekend trips.

Strategic approach
Lack of knowledge is the main obstacle to pick
Norway as a holiday destination. A lot of Norwegians think of visitnorway.no as a website mainly
created for visitors travelling from overseas. Innovation Norway wanted to change this perception
and make people realise that visitnorway.no is a
useful website, filled with great inspiration and
information for all purposes.
VG Partnerstudio’s mission was to create engaging
and shareable content that would motivate and inspire Norwegians to explore their own country, and
use visitnorway.no as a platform to plan their trip.

yyTo increase traffic to visitnorway.no.
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Creative Idea
In order to help VisitNorway increase the interest
in domestic travelling , VG Partnerstudio launched
“Bygdekampanjen” – a series of articles aiming to
make Norwegians recognise the multiple opportunities and beautiful destinations Norway has to
offer. The idea was to involve the reader, and take
them on a journey to explore Norway and all its
beauty.
Two teams consisting on one journalist and one
videographer took on the role as travel journalists
and toured various places throughout the four regions. By meeting the locals. they gained first-hand
knowledge about local cuisines, activities, places
to stay, different cultures and traditions.
The two teams spent about eight weeks on this
whole project, four of them spent on the road.
During this time, they went hiking on Galdhøpiggen, Norway’s highest mountain, went fishing up
north, tried white-water rafting, visited beautiful
hotels, ate traditional food in quirky restaurants etc.
This resulted in four visual articles, full of high
quality content written especially for travel-happy
Norwegians all over the country. Besides factual
information and narration, the articles included
both photos, video and even Snapchats. By using
360-video the articles took the viewers on a windy
fishing boat up north, and the use of Snapchat-vidAward Winning Native Advertising Examples

Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign

eos in the articles enabled a “sneak peak” behind
the scenes.
Tactus (VG’s in-house advertising agency) came up
with a solution to map out their itinerary. This allowed the reader to “follow” the team on the road.
All the articles were linked together, which made it
easy to maneuvre around the “universe”.

Tactus came up with
a solution to map out their
itenerary. This allowed
the readers to “follow”
them on the road.
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Each article had editorial placement on VG.no. for
four days. The entrance to the articles were closely
monitored and optimised to gain traffic.
VG Partnerstudio also shared the articles at both
VG’s and VisitNorway’s Facebook pages.
Size of team involved
The campaign was a collaboration between the
media agency Mediacom, Innovasjon Norge and
VG Partnerstudio.
Ten people altogether were involved in this project.
Results
VG Partnerstudio promised Innovation Norway
200,000 page views in total for the 12 days the
articles were on VG’s frontpage. The result was
higher than they even hoped for.
yyThe articles gained in total 727,677 page views.

Platforms
yyVG.no

yy86,750 started to stream a video, with a 74.7%
completion rate.

yyFacebook

yyThe articles had an average reading time of 1.02
minutes (above editorial average in VG, Norway’s largest newspaper).

Content distribution and promotion efforts
Through four in-depth articles published on VG.
no, VG Partnerstudio brought the reader along to
discover local food, restaurants, spectacular nature
and hidden gems throughout the four regions of
Nordland, Hordaland, Sørlandet and Innlandet.

Native Advertising Institute
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In order to gain traffic to visitnorway.no, the articles
all linked to relevant information on visitnorway.no.
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The result was:
yy12,789 clicks to visitnorway.no.
yy1.75% CTR.
yy653 clicks to download VisitNorway’s app.
People also showed great interest for the content
on Facebook.
yyBy sharing the content (mainly videos), the content reached 556,812 people.
yy206,040 streamed the videos on Facebook
yy13,778 people shared the content
The audience on Facebook was predominantly
men and women aged 18-24.
Altogether, VG Partnerstudio experienced that Norwegians are more than willing to read and learn
more about all the travel destinations Norway has
to offer.

VIEW VIDEO

VIEW ARTICLE 1

VIEW ARTICLE 2
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Best Use of AFP Web TV
Best Use of YouTube
Best Use of Influencer
Publisher/Agency: 24sata d.o.o / JoomBoos
Brand: Coca-Cola Country: Croatia

Campaign: Shared Dream: The YouTube Show

Summary
To bring together teens and millennials and Coca-Cola’s platform “Taste the feeling”, 24sata d.o.o.
and JoomBoos made the first scripted YouTube
series in the region called “Shared dream” where
fans co-created the content.
Mission
The main objective was to bring together teens
and millennials and Coca-Cola’s platform “Taste the
feeling” in a fun way through exciting content.
24sata d.o.o. wanted to include all social media
platforms, but also give fans an opportunity to become content co-creators.
Coca-Cola was presented as the coolest, quirkiest
and most fun brand for teens and millennials.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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KPIs
The main KPIs were focused on the number of
video views and total view time.
During the show, which had 10 episodes, the
expected number of video views on YouTube was
1,000,000 with a total engagement of 75,000.
24sata d.o.o also wanted to achieve an average
view time of five minutes and 5,000 likes per episode.
Target audience
JoomBoos and Coca-Cola both have the same
target audience: teens and millennials aged 14-30.
They are considered the hardest target audience
to please when it comes to content creation.
Strategic approach
Teens and millennials are the hardest target to
impress today due to their short focus span. They
pick their favourite content very carefully. 24sata
d.o.o wanted to offer them innovative, engaging
content on YouTube, the video platform where they
spend most of their time.
Since these target audiences spend most of their
time online, browsing the Internet and social networks, 24sata d.o.o focused its entire strategy on
those platforms, especially YouTube since JoomBoos is the greatest Croatian YouTube network.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

The strategy was to create an innovative type of
online content in which fans would not only be passive viewers, but engaged content co-creators.
Creative idea
JoomBoos used Coca-Cola’s communication platform “Taste the feeling” for the creative approach.
They offered an out-of-the-box solution focused on
both YouTubers and JoomBoos fans and made the
first scripted YouTube series in the region, called
“Shared dream”.
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The main plot was focused on YouTubers and their
world from the perspective of today’s youngsters.
It covered the everyday situations young people
find themselves in: school which was a YouTube
academy, problems related to love, friends, peer
pressure and willingness to succeed in life.
It was a scripted show where YouTube influencers
got the chance to taste the feeling of becoming
actors in a web series, which to them was a totally
new way to express themselves. All roles were per-
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formed by JoomBoos YouTubers and fans connected with their idols on a whole new level.
On the other side, JoomBoos fans got a unique
opportunity to taste the feeling of becoming content co-creators and an integral part of the “Shared
dream” series.
24sata d.o.o used JoomBoos social media and
video comments to ask the fans about outcomes
of the next episodes, character development and
even offered them an opportunity to become extras in some of the episodes.
Since TV and web series are an extremely popular
type of content among the young population, the
“Shared dream” YouTube series turned out to be
native content that connected Coca-Cola with its
fans.
Platforms
The campaign carrier was JoomBoos’ YouTube
channel with all JoomBoos’ social networks (Facebook, Instagram, Instagram Story, Snapchat, and
Viber).
24sata d.o.o also integrated Coca-Cola’s digital
platform “Shake & Take” into the content in a subtle way, along with Coca-Cola’s Instagram profile.

Best Use of YouTube / GOLD

Best Use of Influencer / GOLD

Content distribution and promotion efforts
JoomBoos’ YouTube channel was the main campaign carrier where the “Shared dream” series was
published and distributed. Besides that, all JoomBoos’ social networks, Facebook, Instagram feed
and Story, Snapchat, and Viber were also included
in promotion of the series.
Those were the main platforms used to engage the
fans and where they could co-create the content.
Size of team involved
The core team included eight people, with additional staff (including actors and extras).
Results
Through 10 exciting episodes, the campaign
achieved completely organic reach and massive
engagement:
yyAn average of 300,000 views per episode.
yyAn average of 18,000 likes per episode.
yyAn average view time of 8.30 minutes (double
the channel’s average).
yyIn total, the videos had over 3,000,000 views,
over 45 years of view time and overall engagement of over 200,000.
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500,000 views on YouTube in just a couple of
weeks. It was performed by Davor Gerbus, one of
the most popular Croatian and JoomBoos YouTubers, who is also a Coca-Cola ambassador. The
song became trending on YouTube, on the popular
music app, Deezer, and on Spotify.

VIEW VIDEO

It was a scripted
show where YouTube
influencers got the
chance to taste the
feeling of becoming
actors in a web series.

The theme song of the series, named “Shared
dream”, became an instant YouTube hit, with
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Use of AFP Web TV
Publisher/Agency: Gonzo Media

Campaign: #GGfestival Livestream

Brand: #GGfestival

Country: Denmark

Summary
Gonzo Media livestreamed Denmark’s biggest
LAN-party, #GGfestival, to promote the brand and
the company behind the festival - Gonzo Media
themselves. The live stream had more than 90,000
unique viewers, and had viewers every minute of
the 22-hour long broadcast.
Mission
#GGfestival is not just Denmark’s largest and most
popular LAN-party for young gamers, it’s also a
celebration of gaming, internet culture and online
content creators, with more than 1,000 gamers
and just as many guests and parents visiting for a
weekend of fun.
But while +2,000 guests enjoy the YouTube and
gaming, there are many more at home, who are
prevented from joining. That was the inspiration
for the live stream that shared all the activities and
entertainment of the festival and broadcast it to an
even larger audience via YouTube and Twitch.
In addition to inviting the many gamers at home
to take part in the fun, the broadcast also served
to reinforce the brand of #GGfestival, as well as to
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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promote the company behind #GGfestival - Gonzo
Media - and Gonzo Media’s owned gaming news
community, IZIPIZI [easy-peasy], which is the official
host of the live stream.
Furthermore, the live stream allowed audiences to
interact via chat with the YouTube creators, creating a stronger bond between fans and creators.
Along with the many activities and interviews on
the live stream, it also connected sponsors with a
unique and difficult-to-reach target group: notoriously hard-to-reach tweens.
KPIs
The #GGfestival livestream started as an experiment. At the summer festival in 2016, in the spirit
of gaming, Gonzo Media decided to apply the
common practices of the gaming community of
live streaming to the festival, in order to entertain a
few viewers at home as well as interacting with the
participants at the festival site. That experiment got
more than 15,000 viewers over the weekend.
Therefore, Gonzo Media decided to formalise and
conceptualise the live stream to involve a larger
audience at home. The KPIs were simple: at least
50,000 unique viewers and consistently having
viewers throughout the weekend’s 22-hour-long
live stream.
Target audience
The primary audience for the #GGfestival live
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

stream is between eight and 15 years of age and
enjoys gaming and/or YouTube.

Common for all viewers is a passion for gaming
and YouTube.

Some of them are actually at #GGfestival while others watch from home, either because they weren’t
able to go or wanted to see what #GGfestival is all
about before deciding whether or not to go themselves.

Strategic approach
The strategic approach was simple: to provide entertaining and engaging content that included both
content creators and sponsors.

Secondary, audiences include siblings and parents
who also might be interested in seeing what the
fuss is all about.

Native Advertising Institute
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However, while the approach was simple, the
setup was complicated. A 22-hour-long live stream
with at least three cameras, multiple streaming
channels - Twitch, Facebook and YouTube - gaming
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stations, community management across all three
channels, junior-reporters on the floor and +25 of
Denmark’s largest YouTubers in attendance and
co-streaming.
And most importantly - while there is an overall direction of the livestream - the audience dictates the
development of the live stream as their comments
inspire new activities and show developments. This
means that the sponsors never know in advance
what kind of content they will get for their sponsorships. A very unique and new kind of digital marketing for brands.
Gonzo Media executed this strategy by arranging
fun and original events, happenings and contests,
as well as interviews with and takeovers by its
content creators. All in a very relaxed and informal
tone, constantly inviting the viewers to chime in via
the chat.
Creative idea
How do you make TV for children - who don’t
watch TV anymore? You take advantage of their
need to feel like co-creators.
The #GGfestival live stream is a viewer-powered,
influencer-attended, free-for-all TV show for the
young gamer and YouTube generation (think
Hatsune Miko - but in Denmark).
A sponsored 22-hour long live stream with evAward Winning Native Advertising Examples

erything that makes YouTube - streamed across
Facebook, Twitch and YouTube alike.
Platforms
YouTube, Facebook, Twitch.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
The live stream was distributed through Gonzo
Media’s own channels on YouTube, Facebook
and Twitch and supported by more than 25 popular content creators who would announce their
participation in the live stream through their own
channels.
Some content creators would visit the studio for
interviews and cosy small talk and some would do
complete takeovers where their hands would be
free to do whatever they wanted for a set amount
of time, usually 30 minutes to an hour.
Similarly, several of the attending YouTube influencers co-hosted the stream on the Twitch accounts.
Size of team involved
yyCreative concept and production: Gonzo Media.
yyCo-hosts and participants: +25 of Denmark’s
largest YouTube influencers.
yyLivestream team: Promic, Whipspeed, Mark and
team.

Results
yyAt #GGfestival Winter in February, the live
stream had a total of more than 90,000 unique
viewers distributed over 22 hours of live stream.
yyMore than 30,000 comments were posted.
yyEvery minute of the stream’s 22-hour long
broadcast had viewers from all over Denmark.
yyThis vastly outperformed the KPIs of 50,000
unique viewers and constant viewership.

VIEW VIDEO

The audience dictated
the development of
the live stream as their
comments inspired
new activities and show
developments.

yyContributors: +90,000 viewers all over the country.
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Best Use of YouTube
Publisher/Agency: 24sata d.o.o / JoomBoos
Brand: Coca-Cola Country: Croatia

Campaign: Videostar: First YouTube Talent Show

Summary
In order to reach teens and millennials in Croatia,
Coca-Cola, the Croatian YouTube network JoomBoos and 24sata d.o.o. created a YouTube talent
show. The show helped jump-start the Croatian
YouTube scene.
Mission
The objective was to create an innovative concept
to communicate Coca-Cola’s platform “Taste the
feeling” and connect Coca-Cola with teens and
millennials. To achieve that, 24sata d.o.o needed to
jump-start the Croatian YouTube scene.
That is how the Videostar: First YouTube Talent
Show was born. The project’s aim was to define
and organise the YouTube scene in Croatia and
find new talent among thousands of young YouTube users. 24sata d.o.o combined Coca-Cola’s
communication platform with JoomBoos’ YouTube
fan base to create innovative content never before
seen in the region.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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KPIs
yy700 video submissions.

yy3,000,000 minutes of view time.
yyIncrease of YouTube reactions and social fan
base.
Target audience
JoomBoos and Coca-Cola have the same target
audience: teens and millennials aged 14-30. They
are considered the hardest target audience to
please when it comes to content creation.
Strategic approach
The strategy was to create an innovative type of
online content in which fans would not only be
passive viewers, but engaged content co-creators.
Through Videostar: First YouTube Talent Show,
24sata d.o.o offered the fans an opportunity to
“Taste the feeling” of success and become the
next big YouTube superstars.
Unfortunately, the YouTube scene in Croatia is
pretty undeveloped and poorly organised. Teens
and millennials are the hardest target audience to
impress today because of their short focus span
and tendency to pick their favourite content very
carefully. Since they spend most of their time online, browsing the Internet and using social networks, 24sata d.o.o. focused the entire strategy on
those platforms, especially YouTube as JoomBoos
is the greatest Croatian YouTube network.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Creative idea
Although there are many young talents among
Croatians, the lack of a fan base and views prevents them from showing how interesting they
are. That is why 24sata d.o.o. created Videostar:
First YouTube Talent Show and offered everyone
a chance to show off their talent and become the
new YouTube star.
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Videostar consisted of weekly episodes, and each
elimination round included new assignments for
the candidates, surprise Coca-Cola challenges and
live broadcasts on YouTube.
The most popular regional YouTubers were special
guests in Videostar. The fan base grew rapidly
during the show on all social networks and the
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show made a solid foundation for the Croatian YouTube scene. JoomBoos and Coca-Cola started a
whole new YouTube era in Croatia. Coca-Cola also
connected with millennials on the most popular
social media platforms while offering them unique
content.
Platforms
The campaign carrier was the JoomBoos YouTube
channel plus all JoomBoos’ social networks (Facebook, Instagram, Instagram Story, Snapchat, Viber).
24sata d.o.o. also integrated Coca-Cola’s digital
platform “Shake & Take” into the content in a subtle way, along with Coca-Cola’s Instagram profile.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
JoomBoos’ YouTube channel was the main campaign carrier where the Videostar show was published and distributed. Besides that, all JoomBoos
social networks, Facebook, Instagram feed and
Story, Snapchat and Viber, were also included in
promotion of the show. Those were the main platforms used to engage the fans.

Best Use of YouTube / BRONZE

Results
yyMore than 2,000 submissions for Videostar,
which was more than for the most popular reality
TV show this year.
yyDuring the show, the total video view time on
JoomBoos’ YouTube channel was 16,000,000
minutes, which roughly translates to four minutes per Croatian citizen.
yyThe fans recognised Videostar as very innovative and exciting content, so the YouTube fan
base doubled in only two months (during the
show), with five times faster growth than usual.
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The strategy was
to create an innovative
type of online content in
which fans would not only
be passive viewers, but
engaged co-creators.

yyGrowth of JoomBoos’ fans was 150% on Facebook and 300% on Instagram. The channel
gained 68% more view time, 127% more views
and 159% more YouTube reactions during Videostar.
yyFinally, Videostar strengthened and started a
real YouTube revolution in Croatia.

VIEW VIDEO

24sata, the biggest Croatian media brand, was also
used as the additional, supporting outlet for online
banners, articles and videos.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Use of Facebook
Publisher/Agency: KIT

Campaign: Berghs

Brand: Berghs School of Communications

Country: Sweden

Summary
Berghs School of Communications wanted to
increase the number of applicants and decided to
focus on just one native campaign in collaboration
with the Swedish publisher KIT. The effort made
sure that Berghs School of Communications got
the largest number of applications ever.
Mission
Berghs School of Communications had tried a
number of different marketing strategies to increase the number of applicants over the years. In
the spring of 2017, they skipped everything else to
do just one thing: a native campaign with KIT on
Facebook.
KIT is a new Swedish publisher publishing editorial
and commercial content primarily on social platforms. Berghs had seen KIT’s work on Facebook
and liked it and wanted to try out KIT’s unique way
of working with data and social media.
KIT agreed that a native campaign on Facebook
would most likely be the most effective way to get
the message out to the target group and still keep
a tight budget.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Berghs’ goal was simple: to get more applicants
than ever to its programs and to reach outside its
usual bubble in the Swedish media world and get
other people talking about Berghs.
KPIs
KIT always look at all data they possibly can to be
able to draw as many conclusions as possible and
learn from every case. However, in this case, there
was one KPI that was more important than all the
others: how many applications Berghs would get
after this campaign.
Target audience
Swedish men and women aged 20-30 and parents
with kids in that age range.
Strategic approach
In a media landscape where distribution monopolies no longer prevail, increasing demands for
quality are put on every individual piece of content.
There is no room for irrelevant, or ”page-filling”,
content in a ruthlessly competitive distribution system of social feeds, search algorithms and content
partnerships.
Core to this new reality is 1) understanding why a
certain story performs well, and 2) being able to
use these insights in creating new stories. Understanding and applying these insights gives structural advantages for publishers who create processes
and build systems to support increasingly efficient
storytelling. KIT seeks to do just this.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

KIT has come to the conclusion that distributing
content on social platforms boils down to one
thing: that you are doing the right content. If you’re
working with bad content or the wrong content
you’ll have to put large budgets behind it to get the
effect you want. But if you’re sending out the right
content to the right audience it will find its audience almost by itself. But what is the right content?
In social media, the answer is: it depends. It depends on which story you are telling, why you are
telling it, who your audience is, and so forth.
KIT’s storytelling always starts and ends on its
platform for content creation: Story Engine. Here,
data is collected from all its published content and
from the whole content process; from ideation to
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creation and distribution. To be able to understand
and describe content, KIT has invented a completely new language, KIT Core, which describes
the editorial process in much greater detail than
the traditional standards in the editorial world
today. KIT Core consists of 17 new content taxonomies or categories, and for every piece of content
published, its reporters describe what they are
doing within these categories.
Since they have been doing this with all editorial
content for the past two years, the platform today
gives precise recommendations on how to tell
each and every story to get the effect they are
looking for.
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KIT has also mapped every video it has made, both
editorial and commercial, to be able to single out a
number of different formats that it constantly seeks
to perfect.
KIT has also taken a closer look within every format
and mapped the dramaturgical patterns for the videos with the very best retention and identified the
best practice dramaturgy for every format. To be
able to follow these best practices carefully, script
templates have been created for each format.
Combining these templates with the recommendations from Story Engine gives KIT an extraordinary
advantage when it comes to working with video in
social.
So the strategic approach was simple: to follow the
guidelines given to KIT from Story Engine and use
the script templates for the video format they wanted to use. Doing this would drastically increase the
probability of success.
KIT also knew it wanted to work with both video
and articles, since the two have completely different effects on the audience.
Creative idea
All KIT’s creative ideas start in Story Engine. By
giving the platform the right input, it presented
them with recommendations on how they should
tell these stories. Story Engine recommended,
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

for example, that they should have an identifiable
editorial intent, a reportative article objective, and a
personal tonality.
KIT knew they wanted to make one video and two
articles, which was a completely strategic choice
- and a way to use Facebook as effectively as possible. Facebook video is a quick and easy way to
reach a big audience and give people a short and
brief introduction to a message. When distributing
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the articles you can instead focus on a tighter audience and give them a deeper look into the world of
Berghs. KIT wanted to keep the storytelling simple
and, together with Berghs, decided to tell three
stories:
1. They met a Berghs’ alumni who has achieved
something special: They talked to Anton who has
built an app, DayCape, that is helping kids with
autism to cope with their everyday life.
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2. They talked to Henrietta, a former student who
says the Berghs’ education made a big impact in
her life.

Results
KIT was amazed by the reactions the content received: The audience watched, read and loved it.

3. They also made an article talking about the
future of education.

yyThe video had a reach of 306,981.

For the video, KIT closely followed the dramaturgical script templates for the format “interview” and
they based all content on the recommendations
from Story Engine.

yyThe articles reached well over 140,000 users on
Facebook.
yyThe articles also got 2,446 interactions.
yyMost importantly, the marketing effort ensured
that Berghs School of Communications received
its largest number of applications ever this year.

Platforms
KIT distributed primarily on Facebook, which is the
main focus for KIT’s distribution overall, but also
published the content on KIT.se.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
KIT distributed the campaign for four weeks in
February and March and primarily used sponsored
posts in order to know that it had reached the target group. Publishing organically on Facebook can
be a good way to get free distribution, but you can
never guarantee that the right people have seen
the content.
Size of team involved
5

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Most importantly, the
marketing effort ensured
that Berghs School of
Communications received
its largest number of
applications ever.

VIEW ARTICLE 1

VIEW ARTICLE 2

VIEW ARTICLE 3

VIEW VIDEO
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Best Use of Facebook
Publisher/Agency: Aller Media / ViUnge /MAXUS

Campaign: Beautiful As You Are

Brand: Garnier Pure Active

Country: Denmark

Summary
The beauty brand Garnier Pure Active wanted to
create engagement and lovability for their brand
by helping young girls feel more confident about
themselves. They created a video with Vi Unge
readers telling their friends why they are great and
beautiful. The campaign gained 4,183 reactions,
4,333 comments and 379 shares.
Mission
Being a beauty brand, how do you create engagement and lovability for your brand? And how do
you – in a trustworthy way – help young teenage
girls feel more confident about themselves and
share love and support for each other?
The campaign set aside the normal product-oriented agenda and communicated self-confidence,
friendship and good karma to give the young girls
a self-confidence booster and, most importantly,
help them feel more secure about themselves and
support each other.
Garnier Pure Active wanted to appeal to the next
generation of teenage girls. The market is highly competitive, with rival brands getting a lot of
traction and attention from the target audiences
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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through social media channels. To make an impact,
Garnier wanted to deliver a meaningful message
and create real value for teenage girls. Studies
show that low confidence is an issue among teenage girls and that 76% of all girls want to change
something about themselves. Something that Garnier would love to address.
KPIs
Achieving a meaningful differentiation of the Garnier brand by helping young girls feel more confident
about themselves and share love and support with
each other.
Target audience
Girls 12-18 years old.
Strategic approach
Knowing that the Danish youth magazine Vi Unge
is popular among the core Pure Active target
group, and knowing that Vi Unge too wants to help
young girls to feel better about themselves, a partnership was assessed to be a strong match.
Garnier and Vi Unge developed the campaign “Du
er smuk som du er” (“You are beautiful as you are”),
with the purpose of setting self-confidence and
friendship on the agenda for teenage girls.
Through this partnership, Garnier Pure Active had
the opportunity to make a positive difference in
the youngsters’ lives, while staying top of mind and
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Vi Unge is Denmark’s largest teenage magazine
and online universe – which is why Vi Unge was
the perfect platform for Garnier Pure Active to
reach the target group.

great and beautiful person. The editorial team was
very involved in the creation of the film, contributing with their expertise on the young target group.
Concurrently, native advertorials ran both on
viunge.dk and on Vi Unge’s Facebook page, giving
girls tips on how to boost their self confidence.

Creative idea
The main activity of the “You are beautiful as you
are” native advertising campaign was a video featuring Vi Unge readers telling a friend why she is a

Platforms
yyviunge.dk.
yyVi Unge magazine.
yyVi Unge’s Facebook page.

ensuring a meaningful differentiation of the brand.

Native Advertising Institute
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Content distribution and promotion efforts
The film was executed through Vi Unge’s Facebook site, while advertorials about self-confidence
and friendship were distributed in Vi Unge’s online
universe, as well as in the magazine, together with
posters and stickers with hearts saying “Du er
smuk som du er” (“You are beautiful as you are”).
Additionally, the video was also shared on Garnier’s Facebook page.

yyIn total, the video was viewed more than
322,000 times and achieved great organic performance.
yyThe advertorials had on average 5,000 reads,
and the average time spent on site for advertorials was 00:02:26.
yyIn this way, the goal of differentiating the Garnier
brand by helping young girls feel more confident
about themselves and share love and support
with each other was achieved.

Size of team involved
8
Results
The Garnier / Vi Unge native advertising campaign
was very well received by the Vi Unge followers.

Most of the comments
consisted of girls tagging
their best friends and
statements as to why they
mean a lot to them, and
why they are great and
beautiful.

VIEW VIDEO

yyThe campaign performed very well, reaching
more than 225,000 Danish women between the
ages of 13-20, equal to around 80% of the target
audience in Denmark.
yyWith 4,183 reactions, 4,333 comments and 379
shares, the campaign achieved more engagement than hoped for.
yyMost of the comments consisted of girls tagging
their best friends, accompanied by statements
as to why they mean a lot to them, and why they
are great and beautiful (inner as well as outer
beauty) often sparking several replies and further interaction.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Use of Facebook
Publisher/Agency: BILD Brand Studio

Campaign: Europa-Park Rust

Brand: Europa-Park

Country: Germany

Summary
By creating original video content and distributing
with a multi-platform-strategy, BILD Brand Studio
succeeded in driving awareness to a new attraction - still under construction - in the German theme
park Europa-Park. The video campaign on Facebook generated more than 1,000,000 video views
within just five days.
Mission
Europa-Park is the largest theme park in Germany
and the second most popular resort in Europe,
following Disneyland Paris. The park opened in
1975 and is home to 13 roller coasters and a broad
variety of attractions and events, accommodating
just over 5.5 million annual visitors.
On June 3rd 2017, visitors to Europa-Park were
exposed to a major new attraction: Voletarium. The
attraction is the biggest flying theatre in Europe
and the most expensive single ride investment at
the park to date. Visitors experience a four and a
half minute flight above 15 of the most fascinating
and impressive places in Europe.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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The mission was therefore to:
1. Drive Maximum Awareness
To generate maximum awareness for the Voletarium within just two weeks prior to its opening event
at the park.
2. Entertain and Engage
To create original, highly engaging content that
tells an authentic story based on the Voletarium flying experience and communicates key facts about
the park as well as its most popular attractions.
3. Brand Position
To position Europa-Park as an innovator in the field
of technical inventions, cutting-edge attractions
and virtual reality rollercoaster experiences.
KPIs
yyPage views.
yyDwell time.
yyVideo views.
yySnapchat: View-Through-Rate.
Target audience
The main target group of Europa-Park is young
families with children. However, in the context of
the campaign, Europa-Park defined their target
group as even broader, including singles and
groups of friends of all age segments. The average
park goer is 29 years old.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Strategic approach
Due to the client‘s goal to create maximum awareness around an attraction that nobody in Germany
had ever heard of, BILD Brand Studio identified two
strategic pillars of its campaign:

specific requirements of each platform and channel
in question. As BILD Brand Studio was given the
guideline to put the features of the attraction at the
centre of the story, they identified ways to subtly
integrate them.

1. Use of original video
Instead of a one-size-fits-all approach and just
adapting the video footage of the client, the aim
was to produce a slate of original videos comprised of individually edited versions that follow the

2. Multi-platform storytelling and distribution
As Europa-Park’s defined target group is very
broad, BILD Brand Studio effectively combined
different platforms and channels in an integrated

Native Advertising Institute
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and precisely targeted multi-platform-strategy.
Each measure was designed to ensure an efficient
interplay of paid and organic reach. The latter
being fuelled by a tight paid social media budget.
This helped to achieve great results in every target
group segment: from young teens to middle-aged
families and even older visitors to the park.
Creative idea
At the time of the brand story production, the
Voletarium was still under construction and behind strictly closed doors. Except for technicians,
nobody had ever seen or tested the flying theatre
before. Thus, one of the first ideas centred around
a world-exclusive “behind-the-scenes“-report,
showcasing the thrill and dimensions of the Voletarium.
Subsequently, the video production team was the
first to ever get a glimpse of the attraction and
shoot on location. In order to create an enjoyable
and engaging content experience, BILD Brand
Studio decided to tell the brand story not only with
expressive pictures and original videos, but also
with 360-degree-photographs.
In order to further increase the impact and reach
of the campaign, they decided to get a well-known
German celebrity on board. The challenge was
to find a personality that both aligned with Europa-Park’s target group segments and represented
the Voletarium in an authentic way.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

After extensive in-house research, BILD Brand Studio suggested 10 suitable testimonials to the client.
They matched each testimonial with Europa-Park’s
target group and analysed the performance of their
coverage on BILD.de. In the end, they decided to
go with famous actor Jörn Schloinvoigt, chosen
due to his high popularity within Europa-Park‘s target group as well as his own background as a pilot.
Another factor that BILD considered important was
the 25th anniversary of the daily series that he

Native Advertising Institute
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plays a part in. For over 16 years, Jörn Schlönvoigt
has belonged to the main cast of „Gute Zeiten,
schlechte Zeiten“ - Germany‘s most successful daily series. Its anniversary and cast members were
covered heavily on BILD.de during the time of the
campaign. A perfect chance and perfect timing to
accomplish great synergy effects for the campaign.
Platforms
In order to guarantee maximum viewership for
the brand story, BILD Brand Studio came up with
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a multi-platform-strategy that was composed of
BILD‘s desktop and mobile websites as well as
paid media efforts on Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat.

Size of team involved
8

The most frequent interactions in the comments
can be divided into three groups:

Results

Content distribution and promotion efforts
As the client’s goal was to attract a broad audience
BILD Brand Studio put together a unique multi-platform-strategy that would ensure relevant reach in
each segment.

Facebook Sponsored Post Campaign (Article):
yyOverall, BILD Brand Studio generated 40,000
clicks on links with the brand story article postings (linking directly to the article on BILD.de/
Facebook Instant Article).

1. Calls to friends that they should finally visit Europa-Park again.
2. Friends tagging other friends in the comments.
3. Posts of people who state that they had already
heard about the video through friends (word-ofmouth).

For the prominent native teaser placements on
BILD.de, multiple versions were produced to both
grab the attention of Jörn‘s dedicated fan base as
well as other BILD.de users who are more interested in the attraction itself. The teaser performance
was monitored with A/B testings throughout the
campaign and optimised along the way.
On Facebook and Instagram, they launched multiple paid campaigns with specific targetings - both
for the article as well as the different versions of
social videos. Furthermore, they published multiple
posts via BILD‘s editorial channels on Facebook for
which they used 360-degree-photographs.
Another special highlight was the very first launch
of a native video campaign within the editorial
section of a German publisher on Snapchat. In a
period of 14 days, BILD Brand Studio integrated a
native video story into their editorial editions that
complied with the look and feel of BILD on Snapchat.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

yyThe strong click rate of 5% and more than 1,795
likes and 192 shares can be attributed to the
right targeting of the campaign, resulting in a
CPC of under 0,05 Euro.

VIEW VIDEO

yyThe average dwell time of 1.38 minutes in the
Facebook Instant Article further proves the high
user engagement of the campaign.

VIEW ARTICLE

yyThe 360-degree-article-post on the BILD main
channel generated nearly 18,000 clicks, which
equals a click rate of close to 3% while generating more than 800 user reactions (Likes, Shares,
Comments).
Facebook Sponsored Post (Video):
yyThe video campaign generated more than
1,000,000 video views within just five days.
Around 1/3 of the video views were driven by
shares and comments by users. This shows the
viral effect of the campaign and is a great indicator
of the high user engagement.

Native Advertising Institute
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The teaser
performance was
monitored with A/B
testings throughout the
campaign and optimised
along the way.
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Best Use of Influencer
Publisher/Agency: The Huddle Room Campaign: Kris’ Faves & Finds
Brand: National Book Store Country: The Philippines

Summary
An influencer video on Facebook of a celebrity
shopping for back-to-school supplies, re-established the Philippine National Book Store as the
only back-to-school destination. The Huddle Room
managed this by allowing for authenticity and no
limitations in the video.
Mission
Each back-to-school season in the Philippines
comes with the tradition of buying school supplies
at National Book Store (NBS). Ask anyone their
favourite back-to-school activity as a child and it
will surely include an indelible shopping memory or
favourite school item from NBS.
And that was the challenge. Being around for 75
years comes with the need for reinvention in order
to be competitive with younger and fresher brands.
NBS needed to show shoppers that it doesn’t only
offer old-time favourites but new discoveries as
well. NBS needed to cater to a new generation of
young shoppers who seek, not only products, but
an exciting shopping experience.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Indeed, there was a need to re-establish NBS’
positioning as the only back-to-school destination
among old and new generations alike.
KPIs
Given the objective, The Huddle Room wanted to
utilise a platform where people from different generations collided: Facebook. They looked at these
metrics:
Reach (Paid vs. Organic) - while they used paid ads
to initially boost the material, they didn’t want to
rely solely on paid exposure to reach their market.
Views - they wanted to make sure that content is interesting enough for people to stop, click and watch.
Target audience
The Huddle Room talked to both parents of backto-schoolers and students themselves. Each group
had different motivations for shopping for school
supplies.
Parents looked for high-quality, yet affordable
items - school supplies that will last the entire year.
They also wanted a comfortable and convenient
shopping experience, i.e. that everything could be
found in one place.
On the other hand, students sought school supplies that reflected their individuality. They wanted
fun and unique items that would inspire their creativity and would make their school year exciting.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Strategic approach
The strategy was to elevate back-to-school shopping in National Book Store from a functional chore
to an exciting shopping experience.
The Huddle Room knew that despite competition,
National Book Store has the best claim to the inexplicably thrilling feeling of back-to-school shopping,
with old favourites and new, hip finds that will make
students excited to go back to school. With this
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strategy, the challenge was communicating this to
an audience that values authenticity in how brands
talk to them.
Creative idea
The idea was simple. An online video showing an
influencer doing back-to-school shopping for her
son in National Book Store. What makes this idea
standout? The choice of influencer: Kris Aquino.
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Kris Aquino is a popular and often polarising celebrity in the Philippines - both admired and despised
for her candour. In a country where modesty is the
norm, Kris defied tradition by living her life openly.
She is unapologetic for her mistakes, of which she
has made many. Her highs and lows are known
to all who are willing to read and watch the news.
Also, she is opinionated and will brazenly share her
thoughts on many matters.
For these reasons, she is loved and hated, but
one thing people can’t deny is her authenticity.
She says what she means. Because of this, people
believe her and her natural excitement and passion
over certain things can be infectious.
The key lay in creating situations where Kris could
be her most authentic self. In this case - a shopping
spree.
No script, no fancy effects and no sophisticated
camera tricks. Just let Kris shop and let her do
magic. The Huddle Room let Kris roam the aisles of
the biggest NBS store in the country together with
her son, Bimby, and an NBS rep, for some back-toschool shopping. She scoured the items, turning
them over one by one. Some items were received
with rave reviews, some brought back memories
of her own school years, some elicited thrilled
shrieks, while some evoked a lacklustre response.
Kris was excited to discover that some brands
she already loved can be found in NBS while she
gamely discovered new products.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

During the shopping trip, there was storytelling,
insight-sharing and even some gossip. She shared
valuable back to school tips with other mums. Exactly how a fun shopping experience should be.
The Huddle Room called the resulting video “Kris’
Faves & Find”, which encapsulates the familiar,
beloved items and fresh discoveries featured in
the video. It is an authentic shopping experience,
something that all consumers - young or old - can
relate to.
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While other brands might find such freedom
terrifying, The Huddle Room felt it the best way to
achieve the desired results. No limitations meant
that Kris was free to express herself and her influence in the way she was most comfortable with
- positive or not. And people expected no less from
her.
Also, having no limitations showed that the brand
was confident and secure. Only a brand who has
been loved for 75 years can allow itself to be
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judged so openly in order to bring forth an authentic shopping experience.
Platforms
The Huddle Room utilised primarily Facebook because it is a platform utilised by everyone, young
and old alike. It is also a platform where authenticity is appreciated and manifests in the form of
immediate and honest feedback.
Other social media platforms were also utilised as
support: Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.

Results
yyTraditionally in the Philippines, paid reach would
account for 90% of a campaign’s social reach.
But Kris’ Faves & Finds resulted to 54% organic
reach and 46% paid reach - organic exceeding
paid by 7%.
yyThe video was shared over 7,300 times, something that no paid placement can automatically
deliver.
yyOf the 2.6 million impressions, 1.3 million viewed
the video giving it a 53% view rate, far higher
than the usual score in the Philippines of 35%.

Content distribution and promotion efforts
The Huddle Room used Kris’ personal Facebook
page to maximise exposure among her fans and
followers and also did minimal boosting of the video to gain more exposure, given that her influence
extended beyond her regular followers.

yyThe material also received over half a million
interactions in the form of clicks, likes, comments
and shares.

Teaser materials were also posted in Kris’ Twitter
and Instagram pages and in her YouTube Channel
for added support.

yyThere was a lot of comment asking for the
featured NBS branch (resulting to The Huddle
Room editing the post to include the location),
comments tagging their friends and inviting
them to NBS and even comments about specific
items which they found interesting.

Size of team involved
Kris’ Faves & Finds was conceptualised by The
Huddle Room, the appointed media agency of
NBS. The video was produced in cooperation with
Kris’ production and social media team, and the
client, National Book Store.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

The key lay in creating
situations where Kris
could be her most
authentic self. In this case
- a shopping spree.

yyDespite Kris’ strong presence in the video, NBS
shone forth and resulted in diverse feedback
about NBS memories and always being their
“happy place”.
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Best Use of Infographic
Publisher/Agency: Independent News & Media
Brand: Aer Lingus Country: Ireland

Campaign: Aer Lingus Aer Club – Irish people travel more than they think

Summary
Aer Lingus had a hard time engaging its passengers in its loyalty program. Therefore, Independent
News & Media created an easy to read infographic
presenting statistics for the Irish people’s flights
per year. The article exceeded its KPI by 300%.
Mission
To present Aer Lingus’ own passenger information
in an engaging way to promote its loyalty program.
Aer Lingus’ new loyalty program had endured a
difficult start to life, with technical issues creating
a lot of negative press and bad reaction on social
media.
KPIs
10,000 views for the native article.
Target audience
Everyone who flies regularly.
Strategic approach
Aer Lingus approached Independent News & Media with the idea to do native content but unsure of
how to go about it.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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The standout statistic from the company’s market
research showed that the single biggest barrier to
people signing up for a flights rewards program
was the perception that it was only for Business
Class travellers and very frequent flyers.
However, to qualify for the Aer Club program, you
only need to take 4.5 flights per year on average.
As Ireland is an island nation, that’s only very slightly above the average. It was clear that the native
campaign needed to convey to the Irish reader that
they fly enough to qualify for the Aer Club program.
Through experience, Independent News & Media
knows that Independent.ie’s readers enjoy reading
about what it means to be Irish. Articles that explore Irish habits and customs perform very highly
on its site. As the biggest national news publisher,
the site is a trusted resource for information considered of national importance.
Creative idea
The idea was to present the statistics for Irish people’s flights per year in an infographic. At Independent News & Media’s request, Aer Lingus was able
to supply data about where Irish people fly to and
how often.
The idea was then to present this information to
the Irish traveller in a very easy to read way. Independent News & Media sifted through thousands
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

of data points and a large data pool to isolate the
relevant data and then created a very easy to read
infographic.
The process required more input from the brand
than would usually be required for a digital display
campaign. However the results and the overall
effect of the native campaign proved that better
quality work is worth a higher level of collaboration.
Platforms
Independent.ie / Sunday World.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
yySocial channels - Facebook and Twitter.
yyAll the native articles were supported by Facebook posts and tweets.

VIEW ARTICLE

The process required
more input from the
brand than would usually
be required for a digital
display campaign.

yyThere was no paid social on this campaign.
Size of team involved
5
Results
yyThe article was part of a wider campaign with
four native articles in total.
yyThis part of the campaign alone exceeded its KPI
by 300%.
yy30,000 views with dwell time of 2:49 seconds.
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Best Use of Infographic
Publisher/Agency: Quartz / Groupe Connect

Campaign: Global Economic Competitiveness

Brand: Bank of America

Country: USA

Summary
To position Bank of America as a progressive
thought leader, Quartz extracted data insights
and created an interactive infographic that invited
readers to compare different countries against one
another and examine the metrics that affect global
competitiveness.
Mission
Quartz’s partnership with Bank of America aligned
the Bank with key topics of interest around the
annual World Economic Forum in Davos.
The original content positioned the brand as a progressive thought leader, and advanced its messaging around responsible, sustainable growth.
KPIs
Interaction rate and social actions served as the
primary measures of success.
Target audience
The interactive graphic reached a highly educated
and influential audience of business, political and
social leaders.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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The content served both attendees of the World
Economic Forum and those following along with
events remotely by offering sophisticated data
visualisation, in-depth analysis and a mobile-first
approach to this audience of thought-leaders.
Strategic approach
Quartz extracted key data insights from the World
Economic Forum’s annual competitiveness report
and examined their implications against Bank of
America’s narrative of Responsible Growth.
An in-depth analysis of seven key competitiveness
pillars provided a look into some of the factors driving global prosperity and underscored one of the
Bank’s core priorities of extending its influence to
bring scale and resources to the solutions needed
to move society forward.
Creative idea
The interactive graphic took a highly visual approach to a data-heavy feature, distilling WEF’s
rankings into a “web” of competitiveness that invited readers to compare different countries against
one another and examine the metrics that affect
global competitiveness.
Platforms
The content was integrated on qz.com across
desktop, tablet and mobile platforms.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Content distribution and promotion efforts
Quartz employed a social amplification strategy
to ensure the content achieved reach beyond the
immediate Quartz environment.
The targeted social promotion reached thought
leaders across Facebook and Twitter. Additional
cross-promotion with sister-brand The Atlantic
brought the interactive graphic to an even larger
audience.
Size of team involved
The graphic was produced by a team of four at
Quartz (one writer/researcher, one designer, one
developer and project manager).
Four stakeholders on the client side and four from
Groupe Connect were also closely involved in the
creation of the content.
Results
yyThe content achieved an interaction rate 4x
greater than the typical Quartz benchmark.

VIEW ARTICLE

The interactive
graphic (...) invited readers
to compare different
countries against one
another and examine the
metrics that affect global
competitiveness.

yyUsers spent 2x as much time compared to
Quartz’s benchmark, and averaged around 24
actions per visit.
yyThe content was also successful on social, garnering social actions 12x the Quartz benchmark
and social referrals 5x the benchmark.
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Best Use of Online Media
Publisher/Agency: 24sata d.o.o

Campaign: Striptease for Melanoma

Brand: Drogerie Markt

Country: Croatia

Summary
Drogerie Markt wanted to promote its sun cream
and raise awareness about the importance of
sunscreen, so 24sata d.o.o created the native
campaign #Striptease for Melanoma, consisting of
three main pillars: a social video, an educational
microsite and online banners.
Mission
Drogerie Markt wanted to promote their sun cream
called “Sundance” to a younger population, but
also generally raise awareness about the importance of using sunscreen while being out in the
sun.
KPIs
yy1,000 email pledges.
yy100,000 campaign reach.

Target audience
Young people (18-30 years). They live their life to
the fullest and enjoy spending time at the beach,
soaking up the sunshine. They are active and
carefree, spending most of their days outside, not
caring about health issues that can come from
overexposure to sun.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Strategic approach
Ahhhh, the Sun. Young people really love sunbathing all day at the beach in the summer. During that
time, they don’t care about anything, especially not
about their health.
But, someone else also loves the sun. Meet melanoma, one of the deadliest cancer types among
young people. In Croatia, the melanoma mortality
rate is 50% higher than the EU average. The good
side is, this is one of the easiest cancer types to
prevent. All you need do is to inform and protect
yourself.
That’s why Drogerie Markt, a popular chain of retail
stores, and The Healthy Cow portal, the leading
regional health portal with over 330,000 unique
monthly visitors and 130,000 Facebook fans started an awareness campaign about melanoma.

Educational interactive microsite:
The place where the whole campaign was anchored. The web was designed as an interactive
infographic, with several key elements:
Striptease: A call to action at the top was an email
pledge to striptease for melanoma and perform a
regular self-check. Readers were also invited to
leave their email address so they could receive
monthly reminders for self-examination.
Check: The infographic included simple instructions to help people learn how to perform a selfcheck.
Protect: Readers could find out all about their skin
type and protection through interactive quizzes
(Topics: What’s your sun protection factor? What’s
your skin type? Are you in a high-risk melanoma
group? Kids and sun exposure.)

Creative idea
The solution was simple: #striptease for melanoma.
24sata d.o.o made a provocative awareness campaign to educate young people about melanoma.

Test: Find a free professional skin cancer screening
in Croatia via an interactive map.

The campaign used three pillars of communication:

Online banners:
Banners were used to further promote the campaign.

Targeted social video
Videos which 24sata d.o.o adapted to different
gender and age of the target market. They used
provocative and eye-catching videos on Facebook,
which is the most popular social network in Croatia.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

and online banners on the 24sata digital network
of portals.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
An interactive microsite hosted on The Healthy
Cow portal was the anchor of the campaign, while
targeted Facebook videos (customised by gender
and age group of the viewer) were used on The
Healthy Cow Facebook page, and online banners
on 24sata’s digital network of portals supported
the campaign.
Size of team involved
6
Results
yyThe campaign reached 250,000 people.
yy2,000+ people pledged to #striptease for melanoma and perform a self-check every month.
yyThe reminder newsletter had a 54% open rate
(2.4x more than average).

VIEW VIDEO

Platforms
The campaign focus was digital, and it used a
custom interactive microsite hosted by The Healthy
Cow portal, The Healthy Cow’s Facebook page,
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Publisher/Agency: CBS News Digital

Campaign: Cancer Fighters

Brand: Cancer Treatment Centers of America

Country: USA

Summary
Cancer Treatment Centers of America partnered
with CBS News Digital to tell real stories of people fighting cancer. The main KPI was the balance
of telling effective stories in both a native and a
non-native way.
Mission
CBS News Digital and Cancer Treatment Centers
of America (CTCA) partnered to tell
the real stories of real people fighting cancer.
CTCA looked to CBS News Digital to add more
colour to the tactical video ads that it was running.
CBS News Digital focused on the survivors’ personal challenges and victories through their cancer
journeys.
In the native video, the viewers meet Ingrid Nelson,
a mother of four and a grandmother of five who
was diagnosed with terminal cancer seven years
ago. CBS News Digital chose to tell this story because of Ingrid’s unshakeable spirit in the face of
her circumstances. “When you are face to face with
your own mortality, there is that deep realisation
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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how wonderful life is,” Ingrid says. “And that every
day and every moment we have is a gift.”
CBS News Digital filmed on location with Ingrid as
she met with doctors at CTCA Midwestern near
Chicago and at her home in Virginia Beach, Virginia. This transcendent story of courage in the face
of cancer is summed up best in Ingrid’s own words:
“While there is life there is always hope. Never give
up on that.”
KPIs
The client’s KPIs were more brand and creative-based than measurement based.
The key to their KPIs was CBS News Digital’s ability
to create a video series that included both editorial
and native videos.
The native videos had the same look, feel and tenor as the editorial “Stories of Survivors” series but
included Cancer Treatment Centers of America’s
patients, facilities and doctors in the story.
Views were a part of the KPIs, but the main KPI
was the balance of telling effective stories in both a
native and non-native way.
Target audience
Simply put, the target audience was anyone affected by cancer in any way, from those living with the
disease, to caregivers and decision makers, with a
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

special focus on those who sought a more personalised approach to caregiving at their cancer
treatment facility. Geo-targeted markets included
much of the Midwest and Southern United States
per Cancer Treatment Centers of America.
Strategic approach
There are millions of Americans living with a history
of cancer, each one has a story, many of which are
inspiring tales of triumph.
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Through the “Stories of Survivors” custom editorial
sponsorship, CBS News Digital provided a platform
for these narratives and for the Cancer Treatment
Centers of America (CTCA) brand to align with this
uplifting content. The program itself featured a
combination of editorial and native content.
For the editorial content, CBS News Digital found
eight cancer survivors and helped tell their stories
through compelling videos and articles. In terms
of the native content, CBS News worked hand-in-
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hand with CTCA to select two of their very own
“Cancer Fighters” who best epitomised CTCA’s
personalised approach to caregiving.
CBS News travelled to CTCA’s facilities to produce
two long-form native videos, one on each patient.
These native videos were the focal point of this
media partnership.

also spent several days at her home in Virginia
Beach. The cameras captured Ingrid riding scooters with her grandchildren, sipping rum with her
friends and exuding positivity in the face of her terminal illness. The final video was fully produced by
CBS News Digital, incorporating notes from CTCA.

Creative idea
Early conversations between CBS News Digital and
CTCA focused on developing poignant, documentary style videos that featured the courage and determination of those fighting and living with cancer.

Platforms
CBS News Digital used all of its available channels
to drive this program: CBSN live streaming, VOD,
OTT, CBSNews.com “Stories of Survivors” content
environment, CBSNews.com native module distribution for native, and CBS News Digital’s social
platforms.

CBS News Digital created a series of inspirational
editorial videos called “Stories of Survivors.” CBS
News Digital also created native video segments
called “Cancer Fighters” -- incorporating CTCA’s
patients, doctors and facilities into the story.

Content distribution and promotion efforts
CBS News Digital editorial content was distributed
through CBSNews.com, VOD, OTT, and CBS News
Digital’s social channels to boost consumption
throughout the program.

In addition to the native videos, these stories were
supported by infographics that ran on CBS News
Digital’s site and social channels.

Both native videos lived organically across CBS
News Digital. CBS News Digital also distributed
these native videos to Cancer Treatment Centers
of America for distribution across their branded
channels.

To create Ingrid Nelson’s video, CBS News Digital
travelled to CTCA Midwestern to spend two days
with her as she met her team of doctors; conducting interviews with both Ingrid and CTCA doctors.
CBS News Digital knew Ingrid adored her grandchildren and lived a very active lifestyle, so they
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Size of team involved
The program had a sales team, a marketing team,
an editorial and native video content team, production crews, editors, graphic artists, social team, etc.
At least 15 people touched the project.
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Results
yyThe campaign itself registered 178MM impressions, finishing 321% to goal.
yyIt generated 144k clicks and a tonne of engagement.
yy102k users visited the “Stories of Survivors” hub,
and many more were pushed directly to the
content itself through other promotional efforts
(i.e. social).

VIEW VIDEO

Views were a part of
the KPIs, but the main KPI
was the balance of telling
effective stories in both a
native and a non-native
way.
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Best Use of Programmatic
Publisher/Agency: Xaxis

Campaign: Girl Fund Brand: GlobalGiving

Country: UK

Summary
Through a combination of native advertising and
banner ads and a clever use of programmatic,
Xaxis raised awareness and money for the United
Nations’s Girl Fund Campaign and drove traffic to
the crowdfunding platform GlobalGiving.
Mission
Xaxis and the crowdfunding platform GlobalGiving
partnered together to make a difference in the
world and show how advertising can be used for
good in society.
GlobalGiving, which decided to partner and promote the UN’s “Girl Fund”, brings together donors
and non-government organisations (NGOs) with local grassroots charities around the world striving to
give underprivileged women and girls the support
they need to thrive.
The goal for both campaigns was to drive traffic to
the GlobalGiving website and to drive donations to
a range of projects chosen for promotion as part of
the campaign.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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KPIs
The KPIs were divided in two segments:
yyFor the Girl Fund segment, 2,500,000 impressions were booked.
yyFor the CSR segment of the campaign, it was
2,000,000 impressions.

Target audience
The campaign had two different target audiences:
The first was a business audience, responsive
mainly to messaging around the benefits of corporate social responsibility. Xaxis’ data analysts
determined that this audience was gender balanced, evenly distributed across the age ranges,
and primarily interested in business topics.
The second audience, specifically for the Girl Fund,
was 89% female and on average much younger
than the corporate audience. Crucially, this audience showed a high level of social engagement.
Strategic approach
The campaign ran from March to April 2017. Xaxis used both native and display banner creative
formats. During the setup phase, Xaxis and GlobalGiving developed a detailed understanding of the
motivations and behaviour of the two audiences.
Xaxis developed bespoke creative for each audience. Based on the intelligence gathered in the
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

audience-discovery phase, ads were initially run
on weekdays, between 7 am and 1 pm. As the
campaign progressed, targeting was refined to the
highest performing time, between 10:00 am and
12:30 pm.
Creative Idea
With relatively little seed data or hard information,
Xaxis built an audience with two well-profiled segments. By delivering a two-stage campaign to each
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audience, they were able to use native advertising
to raise awareness of both clients — GlobalGiving
and the Girl Fund — from a relatively low base.
Once the awareness was there, Xaxis capitalised
on it with banner advertising to drive conversions.
By closely monitoring data signals, the campaign
team optimised media placement according to the
highest converting times and contexts, helping to
significantly increase conversions.
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Platforms
Cross-devices: Desktop and mobile.
Content Distribution and promotion efforts
Effort was taken to contextually target campaign
content based on publisher, content, and behavioural and other audiences cues.
For instance, native advertisements for the Girl
Fund were placed in liberal publications such as
The Guardian, next to content which addressed the
themes of women’s empowerment. In this way, the
campaign used native to build a high level of brand
awareness among audiences known to be highly
receptive to the message and ethos of the Girl
Fund and Global Giving.

yyThe GlobalGiving campaign run in Q1, with five
times as many donors as the next most successful campaign. It was also the highest-performing
campaign ever run at this time of year for the
organisation (as opposed to, for instance, during
the festive season).
yyThe activity raised $190,289 from 4,211 donors.
That’s almost a 50% increase compared to the
average for women-and-girl campaigns run by
GlobalGiving in the past. This money helped to
build a school for at-risk girls in Kenya, to educate girls in Afghanistan, support girls and their
families in Vietnam, and fund many other vital
charities and their projects.

VIEW VIDEO

Size of team involved
7 (5 from Xaxis, 2 from GlobalGiving)
Results
yyBoth campaign strands — the Girl Fund and
the broader-based CSR activity — targeted
2,000,000 viewable impressions. Both achieved
over double this figure.
yyThe longer the campaign ran, the greater the
increase in both traffic and conversions, suggesting that the awareness activity was having a
positive impact on both.
yyThe Girl Fund’s campaign was the highest-performing.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Effort was taken
to contextually target
campaign content on
publisher, content, and
behavioural and other
audiences cues.
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Best Use of Programmatic
Publisher/Agency: The Huddle Room

Campaign: Systane EyeDurance Brand: Systane

Country: Philippines

Summary
The Huddle Room managed to create awareness
for Dry Eye Syndrome and the brand Systane, by
creating native ads for the “Generation Screen”
with the message: “If they can’t stop, they can
adapt” and employing programmatic buys to hit the
target audience at passion points.
Mission
Self-medication is practiced when it comes to dry
eye management among Filipinos. They even opt
for other practices like supplements, rest and hydrating. With a very low reported level of Dry Eye
Syndrome (DES) at 12% in the Philippines, Novartis
believes that there is an opportunity to increase
the level of awareness of Dry Eye Syndrome.
The agency, The Huddle Room, was tasked to:
Launch a campaign that would educate and increase awareness for DES and the brand, Systane.
Ensure strong presence at points of context, inquiry and decision making translating to trial and
sales. Make DES relevant among millennials.
KPIs
The KPIs set for the campaign were divided in
terms of media and brand.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

The media metrics pertaining to digital as the
chosen platform included: clicks, reach and engagement rates for Facebook, CTR and intent rates
for Google Display, SEM / Programmatic buys and
engagement scores for digital native advertorials
with publishing site.
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Ultimately, brand metrics, such as conversion and
sales were KPIs that were looked for during the
campaign.
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Target audience
Through a triangulated consumer approach via
netnography (online conversation analysis), experts
interview (ophthalmologist) and gamified interviews
among consumers, The Huddle Room decided to
target the Filipinos aged 25-34 or the millennials
tagged as Filipinos who belong to “Generation
Screen”, who have a very active lifestyle and are
highly dependent on tech and gadgets due to
multi-tasking and multi-screen viewing.
Spending hours in front of a screen is inescapable
to these consumers. More than a hobby, it is a way
of life for them. Lessening their screen time might
mean missing out on opportunities or even big life
moments.
Thus, The Huddle Room realised that their lifestyle
is not the best for their eyes. The target audience
can recognise its symptoms – watery eyes, eye
fatigue, blurred vision -- but they do not take it seriously, for them it is common symptoms. Apparently,
they see this as a no choice situation. Thus, The
Huddle Room saw this as an opportunity for the
brand, Systane: “If they can’t stop, they can adapt.”
Strategic approach
The agency created a strategy to enlighten the
target market about DES (Dry Eye Syndrome). It
wanted the target audience to simply understand
that when their eyes are dry, they may not have endurance to provide quality vision for their lifestyle.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

The agency wanted to communicate to them that
“If they can’t stop, they can adapt.”
Creative idea
To convey the message that their eyes should
keep up with their lifestyle, The Huddle Room introduced the campaign “Sustain your Eyedurance.”
The idea was to communicate that Systane allows
the eyes to endure the activities that are already
part of their lifestyle.
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Platforms
While TV remains to have the highest reach
amongst the target audience, The Huddle Room
saw an opportunity to shift the efforts to digital
and social media as the main platform given the
significant decline in TV viewership year on year
at an average of more than 30%, and subsequent
growth of digital as a channel with 141% increase as
compared to a year ago.
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With the target audience’s lifestyle of being on
screen doing multi-tasking either at work or at play,
the agency saw the huge potential of digital to
capture them at high relevance and context when
it comes to their eyes. This was further validated by
a client study saying that points of inquiry for the
symptoms of DES happen online (Google search).
Also, main influencers for consumers are friends
connected via Facebook in social media and key
passion online sites such as gaming, lifestyle, travel, videos and social networking sites.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
The Huddle Room employed programmatic buys to
hit the target audience at passion points.
They launched a Facebook Page to capture them
on social media. An EYEdurance test ad was created.
GIF ads via real time buys were done - visualising
key symptoms - blurry, watery and bloodshot eyes.
The material shows an eye resembling a clock to
convey Eyedurance. Sample Copy: If you can’t stop
watching Facebook videos all day, help your eyes
keep up, Use Systane, Sustain your Eyedurance.
Capitalising on Eyedurance, the Huddle Room
created materials communicating the multiplicity of
roles and screen time of the target. Headlines like
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

“Call centre agent at night, online gamer by day,
Sustain Eyedurance with Systane” were boosted
on social media and via programmed buys optimised through interest targeting.
The agency followed the target audience to engage via native adverts/videos tapping their search
interests through collaboration with top urban
lifestyle site, Spot.ph. Producing four native adverts/videos depicting real life situations that need
Eyedurance such as gaming all day, binge-watching all night, coupled with funny instances such
as flirting with eyes and using eye signals while at
work, drove the needed engagement.

yyDisplay Ads on google delivered 60% more than
expected and programmatic buys generated 6x
more intent rate.
yyNative Ads generated much needed engagements of 2.2 million+ with an index of 440 vs.
committed targets.
yyReach and engagement rates posted 69% and
35% respectively.
yyUltimately, sales grew by +49% post campaign
and the Philippines market launch was used by
Novartis regionally as a template to launch Systane in social media for 2017.

Lastly, power of intent at points of inquiry through
different search permutations via customised ads
were created based on keyword inquiries.

VIEW VIDEO 1

Size of team involved
A collaborative process between the agency, client
and publisher.

VIEW VIDEO 2

Results
Key metrics, performance indicators as well as
targets were achieved and surpassed by the digital
campaign:

VIEW VIDEO 3

yyFacebook CTR grew by 31% vs. targets.
yyGoogle Search ads delivered 105% interest rate
vs. benchmarks.
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VIEW VIDEO 4
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Best Use of Text
Publisher/Agency: Partnerstudio

Campaign: Kongens Nei Brand: Nordisk Film

Country: Norway

Summary
To create interest for the movie “The King’s
Choice”, VG Partnerstudio created a detailed story
of what happened in the dramatic hours leading
up to the invasion of Norway. The idea was to end
the story where the movie began. The article got
579,491 page views in seven days.
Mission
The main objective for this project was to help Nordisk Film create interest for the movie “The King’s
Choice”, to pique people’s curiosity and leave them
wanting to go to the movies to get the full story.
KPIs
People will ultimately:
yyHave a better understanding of what happened
leading up to April 9th, 1940.
yyHave increased interest in the topic and story.
yyBe so eager to get the rest of the story that they
would have to go to the movies and watch the
film.
The goal was to:
yyCreate interest for the movie throughout the
Norwegian population.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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yyTell an important and intriguing story.
yySell movie tickets.
Target audience
The target audience in this case was the entire
Norwegian population.
Strategic approach
Nordisk Film develops, produces and markets films
and TV series across the Nordic region as well as
provides production and post-production facilities
for film producers. Nordisk Film wanted VG Partnerstudio’s help to promote its newest Norwegian
blockbuster “The King’s Choice”.
VG Partnerstudio’s mission was to get people excited to see the movie and ultimately buy tickets.
Although most Norwegians are familiar with the
story, VG Partnerstudio wanted to provide a more
detailed story of what happened during the dramatic days and hours leading up to the invasion of
Norway and the escape of the Royal family.
Creative idea
This tremendous docu-drama revolves around the
difficult decisions King Haakon VII made leading up
to April 9th, 1940, when German troops occupied
Norway. Faced with the Nazi invasion, the King is
forced to make a choice that will change his country forever: to continue fighting the German troops
or to accept the Germans’ demands and surrender
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Norway to Nazi Germany and the Norwegian collaborator Vidkun Quisling.
The result of the government’s no and the King’s
refusal to surrender was continued hostilities. In
consequence, the Royal family made a dramatic
escape and World War II involved Norway on the
allied side.
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“The King’s Choice” tells the story of the three
most dramatic days in Norwegian history and how
real events turned a brave man into the people’s
king.
Thousands of pages have been written about
those crucial days the movie revolves around. VG
Partnerstudio wanted to compress this enormous
amount of material into one coherent and engag-
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ing story, and share it on Norway’s largest media
platform, VG.no. The idea was to tell the pre-story
of these defining days – the story told on VG ended where the movie began.

VG Partnerstudio worked closely with Nordic Films
throughout the entire project. The campaign ran
for about seven days and had editorial placement
on VG.no

VIEW VIDEO

Platforms
The content was published on VG.no and VG’s
Page on Facebook. VG Partnerstudio used different pictures and titles to attract readers to click on
the link to read the article.

Size of team involved
Eight people in total were involved in this project –
four external and four internal.

VIEW ARTICLE

Content distribution and promotion efforts
The solution was one fully coded, long-read article
– a great story told with a sophisticated mix of text
and graphical elements such as interactive maps,
pictures, movies, radio clips, and fact boxes.
The design was developed to set the reader “back
in time”, to give them the right sense of the difficult
position the King found himself in.
The author of the article is Hans-Christian Vadseth,
former journalist and editor in VG. Vadseth had
previously worked for several years with the Norwegian Royal Family in Norway, both during the
reigns of King Olav and King Harald.
The design and interactive elements were developed by Tight. Several people contributed with
facts, pictures for the national library and movie
clips from the days of the event.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Results
The results after the end of the campaign showed
that:
yyThe article received 579,491 page views in seven days (equals 12% of the Norwegian population).
yyThe article was the most read article of all articles on VG (both editorial and commercial) on
Sunday, September 11, 2016.
yyThe article had an average reading time of one
minute and 57 seconds (two times editorial average in VG, Norway’s largest newspaper).

The idea was to tell
the pre-story of those
defining days - the story
told on VG.no ended
where the movie began.

yy110,012 picture views.
yy53,188 started streams of video clips.
yyNordisk Film sold over 700,000 tickets and “The
King’s Choice” was the best-selling film in Norwegian cinemas in 2016. People are still reading
this article.
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Best Use of Video
Publisher/Agency: Atlantic Re:think

Campaign: The British Impact Brand: Jaguar

Country: USA

Summary
Atlantic Re:think used an interactive video platform
to show how innovation in the UK is influencing
trends in the States. They did this to launch Jaguar’s first SUV in the American market.
Mission
To launch the British car brand Jaguar’s first SUV
in the American market, Atlantic Re:think used a
first-of-its-kind interactive video platform to explore
how innovation in the U.K. - across food, design
and music - is influencing trends in the States.
KPIs
Jaguar wanted to raise awareness about the
F-Pace launch, but also to illuminate the surprising
ways that American culture takes cues from across
the pond.
The goal was to frame the F-Pace as a car that
would be right at home in the States, and frankly,
make an impact on American roads.
Target audience
In the preliminary research, Atlantic Re:think found
many similarities between the audience that Jaguar wanted to reach and the Atlantic reader. The
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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target is intellectual, culturally clued in, and interested in diving deeper into every story.
The choices of jazz, dining, and typeface design as
topics were deliberately aligned with an audience
who would appreciate culture and complexity. In
order to reach that audience but also bring the
brand to life, Atlantic Re:think centred on the idea
of a British Invasion—not the familiar one of the
1960s, but a subtler migration of ideas.
Strategic approach
While the subjects covered took a literal journey
through the UK and to America, readers were
taken on their own journey of discovery, leaving no
doubt that Britain is an epicentre of cultural trends
and innovation.
Inspiring The Atlantic audience with some of
today’s most exciting British-born cultural exports
was a subtle yet important way of positioning the
F-PACE in good company, making the vehicle’s
Britishness an attribute associated with a forward-thinking culture. It creatively framed Jaguar at
two ends of the cultural spectrum: both as a longtime standard-bearer and a leader of the vanguard.
Creative idea
To set the context, Atlantic Re:think told stories that
illustrated how British culture innovates and how
American culture responds. For the audience, exploring that movement of ideas is exactly why they
come to The Atlantic.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

But how could The Atlantic make American consumers not only care about cultural movements on
another continent, but also see them as significant?
Atlantic Re:think explored those cultural connections by having premiere talent and influencers in
both the U.K. and the U.S. demonstrate them. They
also conceived cultural commentary to deeply interest the reader in forms such as image galleries,
audio clips, and articles.
The campaign leveraged talent ranging from renowned British radio host Gilles Peterson to design
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expert Debbie Millman, and produced three short
documentaries that took the viewer to London,
New York, and L.A. to see firsthand how cultural
trends grow. The video platform, Verse, allowed
the user to click out and explore additional artifacts
such as articles, photo galleries, audio, and video
clips.
The British Impact was filmed in London, New York
and Los Angeles in the summer of 2016, with short
documentary videos at the heart of three chapters: (1) radio host and DJ Gilles Peterson bringing
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together fresh faces of British Jazz, (2) acclaimed
chefs Mark Hix and Dan Kluger revealing how the
lost-art of cooking over wood is being elevated on
both sides of the Atlantic, and (3) The Colophon
Foundry, Debbie Millman and Royal calligrapher
Paul Antonio shedding light on the unexpected
impact of typography.
Platforms
The videos anchored a custom destination on
TheAtlantic.com, but their unique, non-linear format
gave readers unmatched control in exploring nearly 40 pieces of original content.
These exclusive “artifacts”, such as a live, specially
remixed performance of Rye Lane Shuffle, offered
readers independence and filled their hunger for
understanding, giving the program special depth
that might have been otherwise been cut for time.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
The British Impact was a large-scale production,
including two international video shoots and
numerous interviews. The program’s highly visual
multimedia format, with each chapter headlined
by a short documentary on the interactive video
platform Verse, made it incomparable as a story
and resource.
Through Verse, readers could take in the documentaries but maintain their independence, exploring other artifacts that made the story even more

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

compelling. The program contained 39 crafted
pieces of content altogether, ranging from photo
galleries to interactive Q&As to lists of recommendations.
Excerpting each video documentary for social
channels proved crucial in driving readers to the
experience. A longer promotion timeline for each
chapter (seven to eight weeks) also allowed readers to fully explore the story of each innovator and
the complementary content. This flexibility in distributing the program offered a more visible impact
from both an audience and brand perspective.

yyThe program had external ripples as well, receiving widespread positive responses from top
influencers in each field.
yyIt also boosted awareness of Jaguar among both
existing and prospective buyers by at least 10
times, to the brand’s own success: Jaguar was
the fastest-growing auto brand in the US in 2016,
and the F-PACE model is now its fastest-selling
model in history.

VIEW VIDEO 1

Size of team involved
60 individuals were involved in the ideation, production, and execution of The British Impact.

VIEW VIDEO 2

Results
The program had considerable success, over-indexing on all engagement benchmarks

VIEW VIDEO 3

yyTotal page views were nearly 3.5 times the
average, and social actions were double the
average.
yyEach topic excelled in particular aspects: “Food”
had the most social actions, almost five times
the average; “Music” registered a scroll depth
(i.e. reader interest) 80% above index; “Design”
showed the most time before scroll (2.5 times),
indicating readers’ attention was held by the
headlining documentary.
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They used an
interactive video platform
to show how innovation
in the UK is influencing
trends in the States.
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Best Use of YouTube
Best Use of Influencer
Publisher/Agency: Gonzo Media

Campaign: Are You Good Enough? Brand: Lenovo

Country: Denmark

Summary
In order to penetrate the gaming market with its
line of gaming laptops, Lenovo teamed up with
Gonzo Media and created a prank video on YouTube with YouTube influencers. The campaign generated 54,600 engagements across the campaign
elements, thus living up to the KPIs.
Mission
The electronics company Lenovo wanted to penetrate the gaming market in Denmark with its line of
gaming laptops, the Lenovo Legion series.
While Lenovo is no stranger to the tech community,
the brand Lenovo was not associated with gaming,
and thus reached out to Gonzo Media with a task:
entering the brand Lenovo in the minds of young,
Danish gamers.
The objective was to make an engaging campaign
and to introduce the newest gaming laptop from
Lenovo Legion to the target audience.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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It was therefore paramount that the campaign
activities were equally focused on brand activation
and brand awareness. Thus, Gonzo Media and Lenovo developed a concept, which operated within
the known parameters of popular trends among
the YouTube gaming influencers – a prank – but
with a meaningful arche which establishes Lenovo
as a relevant actor in the gaming community.
KPIs
Lenovo only measures engagement. Consequently, a high reach is nice to have, but not a KPI.
Therefore, it was a requirement that the campaign
activities struck a chord in the gaming community.
In this campaign, the KPI’s for engagement – i.e.
comments, likes, shares, etc. – were based on the
presumed activity on the YouTube influencer posts
as well as on page activity for Lenovo and the gaming community IZIPIZI.
The defined KPI for the project was 54,500 engagements in Denmark.
Target audience
For this campaign, Gonzo Media wanted to make
an impact among the young gamers.
The young gamers are the YouTube generation,
faithfully following their favourite YouTube influencers for gaming news and tips rather than the
traditional gaming media.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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This target group is also notoriously hard to connect with because they are digital natives. They
surround themselves with brands, but they set
high demands for the brands they take in and they
easily distinguish between non-commercial and
branded collabs. They appreciate branded content
but only if the content is relevant, engaging and
entertaining. And they demand transparency and
authenticity from companies.
Strategic approach
So how do you make an entrance and engage
with the millennial audience in the closed gaming
circles in Denmark?
Well – you forget about the brand and think about
the audience.
From a strategic point of view, it was important
for Gonzo Media and Lenovo to make a lasting
impression. If you want to sell computers to millennials, you need to strike a chord with them, not just
promote a product.
Gonzo Media wanted the target group to identify
and relate to the campaign activities. Therefore, it
was important that Lenovo interacted with them at
eye level and in a language they know and love.
And last but not least, it needed to matter.
Strategic insight
Gamers are competitive people. That goes without
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saying. Over the last few years, however, the bullying in online gaming has become an increasingly
serious problem.
Studies from Ditch The Label – the world’s largest
anti-bullying support hub – found that more than
one in two gamers have experienced bullying in
an online game. A whole 57% have been bullied
and just as many have experienced hate speech. In
addition, more than 64% have been trolled - malicious intimidation intended to intentionally annoy
and obstruct.
In other words, the toxic tone ruins the experience.
“Raging”, as it is called, means that many completely opt out of online games because of the
tone and, according to Ditch The Label’s survey,
46% have either left a game or considered it as a
result of bullying.
The campaign was therefore based on the insight
that there is the need for a reminder for the young
gamers to behave and fight against bullying.
Strategic priorities
In terms of reaching the target group in a relevant
and natural way, Gonzo Media and Lenovo planned
the content around formats, which are recognisable and popular in the target group. Consequently, they chose the “prank” format, which is among
the most popular kinds of content on YouTube and
a relatable format for all young gamers.
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Additionally, it was important to collaborate with
some of the most influential YouTube gamers to
cover the largest part of the Danish gaming community.
Finally, it was a priority to produce the content in
a way that fits the “flow” on YouTube. This means
that a professionally produced and styled video –
while visually beautiful – fits poorly with the informal, direct, jump-cutting style the viewers know
from YouTube.
Creative Idea
To recap: Lenovo and Gonzo Media wanted to tell
the young gamers to talk nicely. To remember to
not just be good gamers, but also a good person,
making gaming a cool experience for all parties.
And what better way to show that “rage” is a problem in gaming than show it by testing the tempers
of some of the most popular gaming YouTubers in
Denmark.
Therefore, Gonzo Media and Lenovo decided to
prank five popular YouTube influencers under the
heading “Are you good enough?” – referring as
much to gaming skills as to good behaviour. The
prank was the central element in a cross-platform
campaign: involving on the day a complicated
setup where the YouTubers were pranked – and
simultaneously (and unknown to them) the prank
was livestreamed on Twitch and YouTube on the
platforms of the two most popular gaming live
streams in Denmark – PixelTV and IZIPIZI.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

In the prank, the gaming influencers were introduced to a young fan, Anna, and told they were
playing CounterStrike against her, because she
had won a competition. In reality, she was an actor
and they were really playing against the Danish
counterstrike champion, sitting in a next door room.
Struggling to keep composure, the YouTubers were
soundly defeated by the professional gamer – resulting in immediate excuses from the sore losers
of mouse problems, arm injuries, bad lighting etc.
Not until after feeling cheated out of a prize did
the YouTubers learn of the prank, when they were
introduced to their secret opponent in a livestream
show, where the hosts – in addition to commenting
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on the matches – were talking to the contestants
about the toxic tone in gaming.
The prank not only gave YouTubers a surprise, although they behaved well despite the unexpected
resistance, it was also an opportunity to discuss the
toxic tone of gaming that they have regularly been
exposed to. After the event, they therefore posted
native posts on each of their YouTube and Instagram profiles, talking about how raging and bullying is a problem in gaming, sharing their personal
stories and encouraging the viewers to share their
own stories in the comments. The viewers commenting with their own stories also participated in
a competition for one of the new Lenovo laptops.
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However, the prank was not only livestreamed, it
was also filmed. And to capture the unique and
lively style of YouTube, Gonzo Media hired three
professional YouTubers to be the film crew and
edit the video afterwards. This means the style of
the video fits perfectly with the flow known from
YouTube. Moreover, the voice-over for the video
was done by probably the most popular YouTuber
in Denmark.
This meant that the video in itself was a YouTube
product through and through, and immediately
well-received by the young Danish gamers.
Platforms
IZIPIZI YouTube prank video.
Five YouTube Influencer videos -- The activities on
YouTube were supported by the Instagram accounts of the five YouTube influencers, the Twitch
accounts of IZIPIZI and PixelTV and the Facebook
pages of Lenovo Denmark and IZIPIZI.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Each of the YouTube influencers posted their own
videos and Instagram posts about the campaign,
racking up high organic engagement on both platforms.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

of the YouTubers and many of their popular peers
commented on the prank and the funny result below the video, thus driving traffic organically.
The video was posted on Lenovo’s Danish Facebook page as well as the IZIPIZI Facebook page,
and on YouTube. This covered a larger organic part
of the target group.
While the video went viral on YouTube, the campaign added boosting on Facebook, and subsequently Gonzo Media also added TrueView
boosting on YouTube to reach a larger part of the
YouTube audience.
Size of team involved
10+

Additionally, the prank video quickly went viral.
It organically entered top 20 on the Trending list
on YouTube in Denmark. In particular, because all
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Results
yyThe prank video went viral on YouTube – and
the total amount of views far exceeded the expectations.
yyThe YouTubers’ own videos received more than
22,000 comments from followers sharing their
own stories to participate in the competition.
yyAs for the engagement KPIs 54,500, the campaign generated 54,600 engagements across
the campaign elements, thus living up to the KPI,
and the pre-determined CPE for the campaign
in Denmark = 7,14 DKK (0,96 EUR), which included the costs for the prank setup, the double
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livestream, the video editing, boost budget and
influencer fees. However, this still only concerns
comments, likes and shares on the campaign
elements.
yyOn top of this, there were an additional +50,000
engagements as clicks on the video on Facebook, and roughly 2,000 extra sign-ups to the
Lenovo Facebook and Instagram pages.
yyWith these additional engagements, the CPE for
the campaign was 3,69 DKK (0,50 EUR)
yyThe campaign videos received a total of
+700,000 views, and an additional Instagram
reach of +432,000, which provides a CPV of
0,34 DKK (0,05 EUR).
yyBut one thing is a matter of statistics. Another
is the impact within the target group. Many fans
praised the video as one of the funniest group
pranks in a long time and commended Lenovo
for taking this brave approach.
yyIt also generated an active discussion in the
comments below the YouTube videos about the
problem of bullying in gaming, thus achieving
Lenovo’s goal of engaging the target group to
join the legion and fight against online bullying.

VIEW VIDEO
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Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign
Publisher/Agency: T Brand Studio, The New York Times, Spark Foundry
Campaign: What it Takes to be Human Brand: UBS Country: USA

Summary
To grow awareness of USB’s “Nobel Perspectives”
content and engage High Net Worth Individuals,
T Brand Studio created a native advertising piece
in which they implemented the chatbot Rose, a
five-chapter article, and a short documentary-style
video.
Mission
UBS provides financial advice and solutions to
wealthy, institutional and corporate clients worldwide, as well as private clients in Switzerland.
The mission was to grow awareness of UBS’s
“Nobel Perspectives” content, engage notoriously
elusive High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs) and
contemporise Nobel Laureate economic theories
from the past by repositioning them topically in
today’s world.
In 2008, the global economy faced its most dangerous crisis since the Great Depression. UBS
needed to restructure in a bid to stand apart from
its competition.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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To differentiate, UBS partnered with broadcaster
Frank Elstner to use the video rights to an archive
of video content with past Nobel Laureates in
economic science and created Nobel Perspectives.
Inspired by this content, the first challenge was
to engage this notoriously elusive and time-poor
audience.
Secondly, T Brand Studio needed to connect the
complex world of economics, explored in Nobel
Perspectives, with UBS’s current and prospective
customers. And thirdly, they needed to convince
a Swiss bank that in order to truly stand out, it
needed to be radical in its approach to releasing
content.
Perception and high levels of engagement were
the key goals. And, to guarantee target audience
engagement with the content, it was essential to
position it in a high-dwell-time and an audience-familiar environment.
KPIs
The KPIs for the case were broadly divided into
two areas: business and campaign. For business
metrics, T Brand Studio measured brand awareness percentage lift and brand consideration
percentage lift.
For campaign metrics, they measured page views,
social referrals, average dwell time, average video
completion, scroll rate, scroll depth, social engageAward Winning Native Advertising Examples
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ments, impressions and the volume of traffic to
UBS.com
Target audience
The main objective was to engage notoriously elusive High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs) globally.
Over 22 percent of global HNWIs – or about three
and a quarter million people – read The New York
Times (source: Capgemini).
Strategic approach
If engagement and awareness to this elusive HNWI
audience was key, T Brand Studio knew they had
to really capture the attention of the audience in an
environment they trust and were already spending
time in.
They also needed to leverage the influence of
this environment to find these readers. Branded
content was the best way to achieve a prolonged
engagement with this time-poor audience.
With the 60th anniversary of Nobel Laureate Herbert A. Simon’s study on “The Logic of Machine
Theory” approaching, T Brand Studio decided this
was the opportunity to frame the theory contextually to a HNWI audience through a contemporary
lens.
With exposure to over 22 percent of the Global
HNWI population, equating to about three and
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a quarter million of the client’s target audience
(source: Capgemini), The New York Times and T
Brand Studio made the perfect collaborators for
UBS and Spark Foundry agency.
Creative idea
Innovation and technology were at the forefront of
the piece. Provocatively titled “AI: What It Takes to
Be Human,” the project delves into storytelling but
also offers the reader the opportunity to experience the story.
T Brand Studio implemented the award-winning
chatbot Rose. Rose speaks to the audience about
whatever they want (within reason), but gently
encourages the exploration of AI further by delving
deeper into the content.
The chatbot is followed by an original, five-chapter
New York Timesian article and a short documentary-style video looking into the world of Professor
Hiroshi Ishiguro, a leading humanoid designer from
Osaka, Japan.
This content media combination is complemented
by an interactive timeline featuring key dates of
the development of AI through the years, including Herbert A. Simon. Additionally, access to three
key industry experts and influencers in the field
of artificial intelligence was maximised through
an expandable Q&A published with each of them,
lending greater authority.
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The content is wrapped up with UBS-owned Nobel
Perspectives content in a dynamic rotating footer
directing traffic to the Herbert A. Simon Nobel Perspectives page on UBS.com.
Platforms
The content has its own url and lives on the nytimes.com domain.
Native display units on The New York Times webpage and on T Brand Studio’s social media channels were driving traffic to the campaign.
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Native display units were used to promote the
content, built specifically in line with the style of the
content and designed to fit within the NYT environment. This included a rotation of headlines and
creative, which were optimised regularly to ensure
contextual relevance and maintain audience interest. The native units were targeting using first- and
third-party data to reach a Global HNWI audience.

Agency and client-side: account managers, directors and head of brand.
Under 20 in total.

T Brand Studio also created a bespoke one-page
print ad, published in The New York Times print
edition, to raise awareness and drive traffic to the
piece.

Results
yyThe campaign surpassed the target reach
(100,000 visits), achieving 217,593 visits for the
three-month live period.

Size of team involved
Production: a team of editors, designers, producers, web developers and a film crew.

yyDwell time reached 1.24 mins (NYT benchmark
1.21mins) and the average video completion
rate was 52% (surpassing NYT average of 38%),
demonstrating that the content captured the
audience’s attention.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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yyThere were 12,292 social engagements and
133,696 social referrals, proving that the discerning audience was so compelled by the experience that they wished to share it with their own
followers.
yyAs well as interaction with the chatbot, the longform article and video saw an average scroll rate
(how far down the page people got) of 68.4%.
yyPlus, 2,647 people visited UBS.com, demonstrating their engagement and a clear link between
the branded content and UBS.
yyThe content visits through the NYT environment,
which surpassed the original goal, combined
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with the virility of the social actions from the
page and the consequent referrals, demonstrates that the objectives for awareness were
achieved.
yyAdditionally, high video completion rate that exceeds the NYT benchmarks, the dwell time and
deep scroll rate of the content (along with social)
also show this time-poor audience’s positive
engagement with the content.
Business metrics:
yyBrand awareness % lift: 50% Brand Recall versus
33% Standard Ad and 12% control group over
three months.

d

Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign

/ GOLD

Rose speaks to the
audience about whatever
they want (within reason),
but gently encourages
the exploration of AI
further by delving deeper
into the content.

yyBrand Consideration % lift: 79% versus 72% Standard Ad 70% control group over three months.

Campaign metrics:
yyPage views: 217,593 (versus 100,000 target),
three months.

VIEW VIDEO

VIEW ARTICLE

yySocial referrals: 133,696, three months.
yyAverage dwell time: 1.24 mins., three months.
yyAverage video completion: 52%.
yyScroll rate: 68.4%.
yy12,292 social engagements.
yy4,078,875 impressions on NYT site.
yy2,647 visits UBS.com.
yy1 full-page ad in NYT.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Most Effective Native Advertising Campaign
Publisher/Agency: BILD Brand Studio Campaign: Allyouneedisfresh
Brand: AllyouneedFresh - Deutsche Post DHL Group Country: Germany

Summary
To generate awareness of Germany’s leading
online supermarket and educate the public about
online grocery shopping, BILD Brand Studio created unique stories for three different target groups,
distributed on different platforms. The campaign increased brand awareness with 45% and increased
the willingness to buy groceries at Allyouneedfresh.de with 38%.
Mission
AllyouneedFresh by Deutsche Post DHL Group is
Germany’s leading online supermarket with over
20,000 offered items. The company also publishes
its own online magazine with recipes and inspiration for a healthy lifestyle.
In 2016, online supermarkets only saw a 1.2% share
in the overall German food retail market. With
regard to other European countries, this market
share is comparatively small. In Great Britain and
France, already 5% of food sales were generated
online during the same time span. Challenges in
Germany are the high density of stationary markets as well as a persistent scepticism among
German consumers against ordering perishable
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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/ GOLD

food online. Particularly, German customers do not
trust the warehousing and delivery cycles of online
supermarkets.
The mission was therefore to:
yyGenerate maximum awareness among all relevant target groups.
yyEducate the German public on the advantages
of online grocery shopping while reducing their
prejudices against online supermarkets (especially regarding the freshness of perishable
food).
yyPosition AllyouneedFresh as an innovative,
futuristic and trustworthy online supermarket
that enables customers to live a healthy and
eco-friendly lifestyle.
yyConvert brand story users into new customers.
KPIs
yyPage views and dwell time.
yyIncrease in brand awareness (%).
yyIncrease image (%).
yyIncrease the willingness to try
out AllyouneedFresh (%).
yyIncrease the willingness to buy
perishable food (%).
yyConversion of brand story users
in the shop of AllyouneedFresh.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Target audience
yyWomen and men who run households for their
families, 29 to 59 years.
yyYoung women with an interest in lifestyle and
physical fitness, 19 to 29 years.
yyYoung men with an interest in technology and
innovations, 19 to 39 years.
Strategic approach
For each of the different target groups, BILD Brand
Studio decided to create individual and unique
stories. Therefore, the Studio developed an inteNative Advertising Institute
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grated campaign strategy that would build on an
interplay of three of its most successful platforms:
BILD, Stylebook and Travelbook.
The multi-platform approach gave them the opportunity to translate the client‘s goals into individual
stories that were effectively customised for the
target groups of each platform.
In addition to the branding goals of the client, BILD
Brand Studio developed retargeting campaigns
on BILD.de and STYLEBOOK.de in order to drive
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sales. Each retargeting campaign consisted of individually designed display ads that were advertised
to brand story readers. Each ad referred to the
content of the respective story.
Creative idea
Brand Story on BILD.de
Independent experts spotlight seven myths of
online grocery shopping – in the feel and style
of BILD. The editorial storytelling element “FactCheck”-slide as well as an infographic showing
grocery shopping statistics.
Brand Story on STYLEBOOK.de
Germany‘s Instagram queen, Pamela Reif, reveals
her fitness and food secrets to the users of STYLEBOOK. Exclusive pictures and videos of Pamela
Reif show her during fitness routines and underline
her authenticity as a testimonial. A recipe video for
AllyouneedFresh is integrated into the story at the
bottom of the article.
Brand Story on TECHBOOK
The experts present the current status quo and future trends of online grocery shopping in Germany.
Different experts and trend researchers highlight
the status quo of online grocery shopping in Germany, which is shown in an infographic.
Platforms
BILD.de, STYLEBOOK.de, TECHBOOK.de
Facebook channels of BILD, STYLEBOOK and
TECHBOOK, Google Search
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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/ GOLD

Content distribution and promotion efforts
Publication on BILD’s own platforms:
Exclusive native teaser placements on all three
platforms generated maximum reach within the
campaign period of two months. BILD Brand Studio
monitored the teaser performances via A/B testings on every platform to maximise click rates and
ensure best results.

Size of team involved
8

Facebook:
For each brand story, BILD Brand Studio launched
an individual Facebook sponsored post campaign.
Every brand story was optimised as an Instant
Article. As such, the distribution of the post is being
preferred over articles that are hosted on external
sites and receives a better visibility in the Facebook news feed. Users are not referred to BILD.
de, which leads to lower loading times and an
improved user experience on Facebook.

Results of the accompanying market research:
yy+ 45%: Increase in brand awareness.

Google:
Extensive keyword research and optimisation of
articles with regard to the placement of relevant
keywords and structural data in order to guarantee
best positions in the search results pages.
Optimising the content for Google AMP, the new
web-based framework that streamlines web pages
by reducing the source code. The loading times on
mobile devices are greatly reduced, which significantly reduces bounce rates and enhances the
user experience.

Native Advertising Institute
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Results
Content KPI’s:
yy> 240,000 Article Views (overall).
yy1:42 Min. Dwell time.

yy+ 38%: Increase in willingness to buy groceries
at Allyouneedfresh.de
yy+ 48%: Increase in willingness to buy perishable
food.
yy+ 48%: Increase in relevant set for the next purchase.
The client’s own website analysis during the
campaign period:
yy+100% higher conversion-rate of website visitors
that came to AllyouneedFresh.de after reading a
brand story (compared to users from the client’s
AdWords/ standard display campaigns).
yy> 25% Higher average shopping basket of brand
story users compared to users from the client’s
AdWords/ standard display campaigns.
yy> 23% Higher re-purchase rate of brand story
users compared to users from the client’s AdWords/ standard display campaigns.
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Best In-App Native Advertising
Publisher/Agency: Quartz / Mindshare

Campaign: VolvoQZApp

Brand: Volvo

Country: USA

Summary
To reposition Volvo as a key luxury player in the
automobile industry, a conversational interface was
set up in Quartz’ News App so that users of the
app were greeted with an SMS-style conversation
about the new S90 luxury sedan.
Mission
The mission was to reposition Volvo as a key luxury player in the automobile industry by introducing
the S90 as a luxury sedan.
Furthermore, the mission was to differentiate the
S90 via an innovative and luxury-focused program
to reach intelligent progressives, raising awareness
of the vehicle and inspiring showroom visits.
KPIs
Click-through rate
Target audience
The relevant Volvo consumer who is ambitious, entrepreneurial, urban and married with kids at home.
Strategic approach
The Quartz App is a new way to experience the
news. A conversational interface shares news
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Results
yyThe campaign had an overall click-through rate
of 2.57% from the Quartz Mobile News App to
the Volvo S90 landing page.

updates and surprising discoveries with the user
throughout the day.
Volvo’s sponsorship of the app during the month
of November included an opening display unit
that greeted users along with an SMS-style
conversation about the S90 once users had fully
caught up on the news of the day. This campaign
pioneered a new form of in-app native advertising.

yyThis also marked the first campaign on the
Quartz Mobile News App where users actively
engaged directly in a conversation powered by
an advertiser.

Creative idea
Users interact with the app, which shares specific
details about the innovative S90 features via SMSstyle chat messaging, with the option for continued
conversation. The conversation shared information
regarding the S90’s semi-autonomous driving
equipped with Pilot Assist.

VIEW VIDEO

This also marked
the first campaign on
the Quartz Mobile
News App where users
actively engaged in a
conversation powered by
an advertiser.

Platforms
Quartz Mobile News App.
Content distribution & promotion efforts
Display units also appeared across qz.com
showcasing the exciting new tech features and
luxurious feel of the S90.
Size of team involved
6-8 people involved from Quartz.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Best Use of Podcast
Publisher/Agency: SiteStrategics/Edge Media Studios

Campaign: Edge of the Web Brand: Edge Media

Country: USA

Summary
To educate its audience and to generate leads
for its digital marketing agency, Site Strategics,
the podcast Edge of the Web talks to experts and
improves listeners’ digital marketing tactics. The
digital marketing agency has doubled in size the
past year as it has signed several clients who have
listened to the Edge of the Web show.
Mission
The main objective of Edge of the Web is to educate the audience and to generate leads for the
digital marketing agency.
Every week, Edge of the Web talks to someone
who is an expert in their field and picks their brain
for advice, lessons learned, and tactical information
the listeners can use to improve their own digital
marketing tactics.
As a podcast, Edge of the Web wants listeners to
feel like they have learned something after every
show and if they have any questions about what
they are doing, to seek the advice of the podcast
team.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

KPIs
KPIs for the show are downloads/listens to the
show and new clients earned. Edge of the Web
also has had sponsors on the show with in-show
reads as well as paid segments on the show.

Native Advertising Institute
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Target audience
The show’s target audience is the CMO, CEO,
Small Business owner all the way to the individual
SEO/PPC Manager or content writer.
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Best Use of Online Media

/ COMMENDED

In other words, Edge of the Web is for anyone who
wants to learn more every week about the digital
marketing industry.
Strategic approach
Every show has a theme. Whether it’s talking about
Native Advertising or Content Marketing, the hosts
like to keep the shows varied and not focus on a
single audience.
Edge of the Web doesn’t want to pigeonhole the
show into a specific industry because it’s good for
all digital marketers to learn more about different
aspects of digital marketing. The show also targets
industry-related sponsors for the show for either
live show reads or sponsored segments on the
show. The podcast has had success with sponsors
like Ginza Metrics and SEMrush for the show as
well as digital marketing conferences.
Creative idea
With the idea being around education in digital
marketing, every episode starts out with two to
three news articles.
They are normally written by the hosts but can also
be from different news outlets from across America. They help lighten the mood and help make the
guest comfortable with the show - this segment
lasts about 15 minutes.
Then the last 30 to 45 minutes of the show is a
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

deep dive into the guest’s show topic. With the
show taking an hour long, the team is then able to
cut up the show into shorter segments to create
short YouTube videos on specific topics or questions. This helps to reach a different audience that
doesn’t want to listen to a 60-minute podcast, but
still wants to get their questions answered.

Size of team involved
The number of people involved with the show
include two hosts, an audio engineer, and two people from a social media team.

Platforms
Edge of the Web distributes the podcast into
iTunes, Google Play, Stitcher, TuneIn, iHeart Radio,
SoundCloud, Acast, Overcast, Player FM, and every podcatcher there is.

yyThis year it has increased listens and downloads
by more than 100%.

The show is also broadcast LIVE on Facebook and
then edited down for YouTube and Vimeo. The
podcast is then published on the website (edgeofthewebradio.com) and occasionally the digital
marketing agency website (sitestrategics.com).

yyThe digital marketing agency has doubled in
size the past year as it has signed several clients
who have listened to the Edge of the Web show.

Content Distribution and promotion efforts
The show is promoted every week on Edge of the
Web’s own social channels (Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Instagram) as well as through a mobile
app with a push notification.

Results
yyThis past year, Edge of the Web has seen some
major growth when it comes to the main KPIs.

yyThe podcast’s subscribers on YouTube have
more than doubled this past year, along with its
video strategy.

yySponsors, such as SEMrush, GinzaMetrics, and
MarTech Zone had runs with the show. Other
sponsors are lined up for the months to come.

VIEW SITE

A weekly email newsletter is distributed to promote
the live show and share the latest podcast. Some
listeners have even signed up for browser notifications, so they will be sent an alert through their
browser too. Every show is posted in the Growth
Hackers and Inbound.org communities as well.
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Best Use of Print Media
Publisher/Agency: Mediahuis Content Connections

Campaign: Mediazine Brand: MediaMarkt

Country: Belgium

Summary
MediaMarkt’s consumer magazine, Mediazine, created by Mediahuis Content Connections, delivers
trustworthy content to all MediaMarkt’s customers
mostly via native ads from the brand’s suppliers.
After acquiring a copy of the magazine, 97% of
readers intended to visit a MediaMarkt store, while
49% actually purchased something.
Mission
MediaMarkt is one of the European market leaders
in consumer electronics retailing and the mission
for this campaign was to deliver trustworthy content to all of MediaMarkt’s customer base through
the consumer magazine Mediazine.
KPIs
yyNumber of visits to the shop, inspired by the
magazine.
yyIntention to buy after reading the magazine.
Target audience
All of MediaMarkt’s customer base. This target
group includes males and females aged 12 to 60+
years.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Strategic approach
The cornerstones of the project were:
Owned Media:
MediaMarkt is very well aware that customers seek
trustworthy advice before committing to a product
or service. Whilst MediaMarkt is quite assertive in
its retail communication, there’s also a profound
understanding that this type of content is only part
of what the customer needs in his or her quest for
information. By creating an eco-system of reliable
content, created by the best editors and experts in
the market, MediaMarkt brings value and trust to its
customer base.
Partnerships:
MediaMarkt’s suppliers are an integral part of
the business model of Mediazine and pledge to
an engagement within the magazine. While this
engagement can be fulfilled through regular display advertisements, most suppliers opt for native
advertising – having the experts on the editorial
staff create relevant, urgent and trustworthy stories
around their products.
Article to particle:
Although print is a major part of the current content
strategy, MediaMarkt wanted a vision that would
support both the current and future content models. Content Connections created an infrastructure
in which every piece of content is adapted and
made available to all platforms. Editors create their
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

content around building blocks, tags and links so it
can easily be adapted to any future plans of MediaMarkt, or connected to other channels such as the
web shop or local store blogs.
Creative Idea
Mediazine is living proof that brands can become
trusted publishers of their own media. Based on
a unique business model, MediaMarkt – Europe’s
largest retailer in consumer–electronics – joins
forces with suppliers and an experienced publisher
to create a consumer magazine, full online presence and social buzz around its product portfolio.
The surprising part? Mediazine is hugely popular
with its readership, as well as extremely successful
with brands and advertisers.
Three goals, one platform
Mediazine is published monthly in both Dutch and
French. Each edition has between 110 and 200
pages and brings the latest news, trends and product guides on technology, consumer electronics
and leisure. The magazine is created by a team of
independent experts and editors, and published
simultaneously on paper, the web, mobile devices
and social media.

marketing unit of Mediahuis, Belgium’s largest
publisher.
Platforms
Print: distributed through Mediamarkt shops and a
selection of webshops
Digital: web, blog, social, mobile, Issuu, newsletters
Content Distribution and promotion efforts
Partnerships with Het Nieuwsblad, one of the larger popular newspapers in Belgium.
Size of team involved
25+
Results
After reading magazine:
yyAwareness of brand: 99%
yyIntent of visiting shop (main KPI): 97%
yyConsideration of buying: 67%
yyActual purchase: 49%

VIEW SITE

The print magazine is distributed freely at the
MediaMarkt stores but is also available on selected newsstands for €2,95 (people do actually buy
the magazine). The entire project is conceived and
coordinated by Content Connections, the content
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Best Use of Print Media
Publisher/Agency: Schibsted Content Studio

Campaign: The Fan’s Bible Brand: Norrlands Guld

Country: Sweden

Summary
A Swedish brewery wanted to tie inits brand
“Norrlands Guld” to Swedish soccer and to be the
brand for the fans. They teamed up with Schibsted
Content Studio and created a unique print magazine with which they engaged the entire Swedish
National Arena.
Mission
This is the story of how Schibsted Content Studio
managed to engage the entire Swedish National
Arena with their content. And how the rest of Sweden watched it on national television.
It is also the story of how Schibsted Content Studio
created quality content in an exclusive magazine
for its client. A magazine that the client chose to
distribute through Sweden’s largest daily, on the
Swedish National Arena, in sports bars throughout
Sweden – and on location in France during the
UEFA Euro 2016.
Via its brand, ”Norrlands Guld”, the big Swedish
brewery Spendrups is one of the main sponsors
of the Swedish National Soccer Team. During the
UEFA Euro 2016, Norrlands Guld wanted to tie inits
brand’s connection to Swedish soccer and the
huge interest in the Championship.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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At the same time, Sweden’s largest daily newspaper, Aftonbladet, has the most popular Sports
edition in Sportbladet. Its pink colour is a unique
and strong trademark in Sweden, exclusively used
by Sportbladet.

Creative idea
Spendrups and Norrlands Guld teamed up with
Schibsted Content Studio to maximise their rights
in their sponsorship of The Swedish National Team.
The content strategy consisted of:

Norrlands Guld wanted to take position as a brand
for the fans.

A unique print magazine, called the Fans’ Bible,
created from scratch by Schibsted Content Studio,
who conducted interviews with the head coach of
the Swedish Team and a selection of the players.
Together with Norrlands Guld, the Studio created
infographics based on polls with Swedish soccer
fans. And they included a yellow spread in the middle of the magazine – to be used in the last game
before the UEFA 2016 as a tifo.

KPIs
yyReach in target group.
yyImpact at Sweden’s last game before the championships.

Target audience
Norrlands Guld wanted to take position as a brand
for the fans, and wanted to take the fans to the
sport and the players.
Strategic approach
Schibsted Content Studio worked closely together
with the client and its sponsoring bureau, combining the needs of the customer, Norrlands Guld, with
the knowledge they have regarding Aftonbladet’s
and Sportbladet’s audience. Schibsted Content
Studio spent a lot of time iterating on what content
to use in the magazine. The client could follow the
content creation during the whole process and was
helpful with the contact to the Swedish National
team, giving access to both players and the head
coach.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Platforms
Print magazine.

Plus, it was offered to the fans staying at Camp
Sweden, the official fans-camp in France.
Size of team involved
Six people: Print editor, Editor highly interested
in sports, Designer, Sales reps, Native specialist,
Creative director.
Results
yyThe fans used the yellow spread in the magazine as a tifo when the Swedish players entered
the field. The game was seen by over 600,000
on Swedish television.
yyThe campaign received top marks in a RAM/
Invisio campaign effectiveness survey done after
the campaign.

Content distribution and promotion efforts
The print magazine was distributed with Aftonbladet, Sweden’s largest daily paper, with an estimated readership of 700,000 per day.
The print magazine was also distributed on Friends
Arena, the National Arena in Sweden, at Sweden’s
last game before the Championship – as a sponsorship activity by Norrlands Guld.
The magazine was also available in a nationwide
network of sports bars throughout Sweden.
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Best Use of Print Media
Publisher/Agency: BTMX

Campaign: #CityLife Brand: DriveNow

Country: Denmark

Summary
To increase the number of trails for the car sharing service DriveNow, DriveNow presented three
events in a newspaper’s “City Guide” sections. The
obvious choice of transport to these events was
DriveNow. Drive Now got 385 sign-ups directly
from this campaign.
Mission
DriveNow is a car sharing service, and the mission
of the campaign was to change people’s opinion
about the use of car sharing services and increase
the number of trails.
KPIs
DriveNow had set up a goal of getting 300 signups within the seven weeks the campaign was
running.
Target audience
People between 18-40 years, with a focus on outgoing people who normally use taxis, the subway
or their own car when they plan to go out for the
weekend.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Strategic approach
The approach was to contextually incorporate
DriveNow as a part of the newspaper MetroXpress’
“City Guides” and through that give the reader the
opportunity to both plan the weekend’s events and
also arrange the transport to and from the events.
Creative idea
To focus on the newspaper’s “City Guide” section
by letting DriveNow present three events where
transport with DriveNow would be the obvious
choice of transport. At the same time, DriveNow
was providing a campaign code for signing up and
getting free minutes on the first drive.
The campaign should inspire people to go to
events outside the city centre even though they
don’t have their own car. DriveNow is thus a great
alternative to taxis because you have the freedom
to leave whenever you prefer.

Size of team involved
One from the customer and three people from the
media
Results
DriveNow got 385 sign-ups directly from this campaign.

DriveNow got 385
sign-ups directly from
this campaign.

Platforms
The MetroXpress newspaper East edition
Content distribution and promotion efforts
Seven half pages in the MetroXpress East edition,
seven Fridays in a row
The articles were placed in the “City Guide” section in May and June.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Feeling a little overwhelmed? Don’t worry. We’ve
identified and exemplified three of the most important takeaways from the 32 award winning
native advertising examples for you right here.

1

Know your audience

“Understand the people you want to
reach”, said Johannes Ceh, Content
Strategist and Consultant, when he was a
speaker at Native Advertising DAYS 2017.
And he is absolutely right. Because native advertising is not about you or your brand, it’s about your
audience. This argument is also supported by Tod
Plotkin, Executive Producer at Green Buzz Agency, in an article he wrote on our blog. And even
though his main focus in the article is native videos,
the three key takeaways are nonetheless important
to remember when creating native advertising in all
formats imaginable:
1) Be where your audiences are: know where and
how they watch their videos and read their articles.
2) Be there to help: Know their pain points and the
questions they have.
3) Be there in their hearts: Know what they care
about.

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

A good deal of the cases in this ebook are great
examples of publishers and brands doing exactly
this - understanding, surveying and analysing their
target audience in order to create exactly the kind
of content that will resonate with them. On the right
platform. At the right time.
Take a look at a few examples:

What do they need and where?
“First, they made a survey about birth control methods, sex and general health amongst women on
24sata.hr. From the information they received from
the survey, they planned which topics to do and
which sites to place it on.” (Page 19-21, 24sata d.o.o
for Pliva).

Who do they trust?
“The team undertook a content analysis research
in order to better understand the categories of
news that the target group has been exposed to
(….) based on contextual interviews, the team noticed a low trust in media among the target group
(…) Due to the low trust in media and public institutions, the solution was to connect the target group
with their optimistic peers, recognising peer-topeer recommendation as the most valuable form of
recommendation for digital consumers” (page 5-9,
Native Ad Studio of Hanza Media for Zito Group).

What do they read?
“The standout statistics from the company’s market
research showed that the single biggest barrier to
people signing up for a flights reward program was
the perception that is was only for Business Class
travellers and very frequent flyers (…) Through experience, Independent News & Media knows that
Independent.ie’s readers enjoy reading about what
it means to be Irish.” (Page 58-59, Independent
News & Media for Aer Lingus).

How do they feel?
“By listening to audience data, Summit Media observed that Cosmo Girls feel more beautiful when
they feel strong and fearless. Hence, they came up
with this insight: a Cosmo Girl is a Pantene Woman.” (Page 13-15, Summit Media/Cosmopolitan for
Pantene Procter & Gamle Philippines).
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3 Takeaways From the Award Winning
Native Advertising Examples

When do they read?
“Based on the intelligence gathered in the audience-discovery phase, ads were initially run on
weekdays, between 7 am and 1 pm. As the campaign progressed, targeting was refined to the
highest performing time, between 10 am and 12.30
pm.” (Page 67-69, Xaxis for GlobalGiving”).
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2

Engage the audience

Another prominent feature in several of
the award-winning cases in this ebook
is including and engaging the audience.

Simply exposing the audience to a video or a
text-only article can certainly be enough, but getting the audiences involved in the content - one
way or another - seems to be a very successful
method for creating great native advertising. We
have pulled out some examples that show exactly
how this can be done:
Ask them to answer
“The central part of the campaign was the interactive map of good things in Croatia. A consumer
is invited to answer ‘What is good in Croatia?’ and
the answers show up as a pin within the map (…)
Through the map, 317,000 consumers could see
more than 1100 arguments about what is good in
Croatia - all named by their peers.” (Page 5-9, Native ad Studio of Hanza Media for Zito Group).
Make them co-creators
“The strategy was to create an innovative type of
online content in which fans would not only be
passive viewers, but engaged co-creators. Through
Videostar: First YouTube talent show, 24sata d.o.o
offered the fans an opportunity to “Taste the feeling” of success and become the next big YouTube
superstars.” (Page 34-36, 24sata d.o.o/JoomBoos
for Coca-Cola).

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Invite them to participate
“Gonzo Media live-streamed Denmark’s biggest
LAN-party (…) While there was an overall direction of the live stream, the audience dictated the
development of the live stream as their comments
inspired new activities and show developments (…)
Gonzo Media executed this strategy by arranging
fun and original event, happenings and contents,
as well as interviews with and takeovers by its content creators. All in a very relaxed tone, constantly
inviting the viewers to chime in via the chat.” (Page
37-39, Gonzo Media for #GGfestival).
Chat with them
“The Quartz App is a new way to experience the
news. A conversational interface shares news
updates and surprising discoveries with the user.
Volvo’s sponsorship of the app included an opening display unit that greeted users along with an
SMS-style conversation about the S90 (…) This also
marked the first campaign on the Quartz Mobile
News App where users actively engaged directly
in a conversation powered by an advertiser.” (Page
90-91, Quartz/Mindshare for Volvo).
Get them engaged
“The interactive graphic took a highly visual approach to a data-heavy feature, distilling WEF’s
rankings into a “web” of competitiveness that invited readers to compare different countries against
one another and examine the metrics that affect
global competitiveness.” (Page 60-61, Quartz/
Groupe Connect for Bank of America).
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Use AI
“T Brand Studio implemented the award-winning
chatbot, Rose. Rose speaks to the audience about
whatever they want (within reason), but gently
encourages the exploration of AI further by delving
deeper into the content.” (Page 83-86, T Brand
Studio/New York Times/Spark Foundry for UBS).

3

Think outside the box

Being creative is not always easy, but
thinking outside the box is always a
good place to start, whether it’s thinking
in new platforms, crazy creative solutions, trying
new formats like AI, VR, or using a very controversial influencer.
“It’s about getting comfortable outside your comfort zone, where you’re often coming up with
creative ideas you’ve never tried before, but can
nonetheless deliver because you’ve got insights
to back them up and great teams to help bring the
concepts to life,” is what Lindsay Harrison, Creative
Content Lead for Mashable Brand X said in an
interview with us.
And, apparently, it’s working. Because thinking outside the box is what most of these award-winning
cases have done - and with great success. Just
have a look at these examples:
Incorporating AI
“Innovation and technology were at the forefront of
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3 TAKEAWAYS
the piece. Provocatively titled “AI: What It Takes to
Be Human”, the project delves into storytelling but
also offers the readers the opportunity to experience the story. T Brand Studio implemented the
award-winning chatbot Rose. Rose speaks to the
audience about whatever they want (within reason), but gently encourages the exploration of AI
further by delving deeper into the content.” (Page
83-86, T Brand Studio, The New York Times, Spark
Foundry for UBS).
Talking about sex in conservative country
“Today, in Croatia, they are facing a possible future
ban on abortion. Sex education in schools is centuries away from implementation and gay marriage
has already lost its battle a few years ago. With that
in mind, 24sata d.o.o understood that they couldn’t
talk about the pill without talking about sex, sex education and abortion in Croatia. So they did. They
told a story about the pill from different angles.”
(Page 19-21, 24sata d.o.o for Pliva).

She says what she means. Because of this, people
believe her and her natural excitement and passion for things can be infectious.” (Page 54-57, The
Huddle Room for National Book Store”
Recreating movie scenes
“A lot of people in Russia are prejudiced against
taxi drivers and see them as descendants of the
post-Soviet era: rude, arrogant and crooked. Because of this belief, many people are afraid of using Yandex Taxi’s app that offers regular taxis, not
personal drivers. So, Yandex.Tazi needed to gain
users’ trust and prove that all taxi drivers in the service are excellent (…) In the project, Look at Media
recreated six well-known movie scenes in regular
Yandex taxis and watched the drivers’ reactions
using Go-Pro cameras. The drivers didn’t know that
they were participating in the project.” (Page 16-18,
Look at Media, Yandex.Taxi).

Using a polarising celebrity
“The idea was simple. An online video showing an
influencer doing back-to-school shopping for her
son in National Book Store. What makes this idea
stand out? The choice of influencer: Kris Aquino.
She is a popular and often polarising celebrity in
the Philippines - both admired and despised for
her candour. In a country where modesty is the
norm, Kris defied tradition by living her life openly
(…) For these reasons, she is loved and hated, but
one thing people can’t deny is her authenticity.
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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About Native Advertising Institute
The Native Advertising Institute is a global
think tank dedicated to leading, educating
and connecting marketing, advertising,
communications and publishing professionals
in an effort to advance the native advertising
industry. We provide unique research, thought
leadership and actionable tools such as case
studies, best practices and how-to guides as
well as industry insights on our blog. Every
year we host the world’s leading conference
on native advertising ‘Native Advertising
DAYS’ which attracts a number of prestigious
speakers, brands and publishers. Furthermore,
we celebrate the best native advertising work in
the industry with our yearly Native Advertising
Awards.

nativeadvertisinginstitute.com
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All Winners of the Native Advertising Awards 2017
ORGANISATION

STRATEGY

CHANNEL

Native Advertising Agency/Studio of the Year
(under 20)
GOLD: Nemorin Creative Film & Video
SILVER: RCS Studio
BRONZE: 24sata Native Studio

Best Native Advertising Strategy
GOLD: THE VILLAGE, Look At Media, Yandex.Taxi
SILVER: NOSHAME, 24sata d.o.o., Pliva
BRONZE: BUILTTOUGH, Rappler, Ford

Best Use of Programmatic
SILVER: GIRL FUND, Xaxis, Global Giving
BRONZE: SYSTANE EYEENDURANCE,
The Huddle Room, Systane/ Novartis Philippines

Most Effective Native Advertising Campaign
GOLD: ALLYOUNEEDISFRESH, BILD Brand Studio,
AllyouneedFresh – Deutsche Post DHL Group
SILVER: THE GREAT REWRITE, Forbes Media, KPMG
BRONZE: THE SMART SHOP, Narrativ / NY
Magazine, Man Repeller, The Chriselle Factor, and
The Zoe Report, Moda Operandi

Best Use of Influencer
GOLD: SHARED DREAM, 24sata d.o.o, Coca Cola
SILVER: ARE YOU GOOD ENOUGH?, Gonzo Media,
Lenovo
BRONZE: KRIS FAVES & FINDS, The Huddle Room,
National Book Store

Native Advertising Agency/Studio of the Year
(over 20)
GOLD: Atlantic Re:think
SILVER: CNN Create
BRONZE: Bonnier News Brand Studio
Native Advertising Platform/Network of the Year
GOLD: ADYOULIKE
SILVER: Pressboard
BRONZE: Narrativ
Native Advertising Marketer of the Year
WINNER: Ana Plisic, Native Ad Studio, Hanza Media
FINALISTS: Ben Young, Nudge. Jaime Pham,
LinkedIn
Brand of the Year
WINNER: AllyouneedFresh – Deutsche Post DHL
Group
FINALISTS: Pliva. Lenovo

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Most Creative Native Advertising Campaign
GOLD: AI: WHAT IT TAKES TO BE HUMAN, T Brand
Studio, The New York Times, UBS
SILVER: NOSHAME, 24sata d.o.o., Pliva
BRONZE: THE HIDDEN GEMS OF NORWAY, VG
Partnerstudio, Innovation Norway

Best Use of Facebook
GOLD: BERGHS, KIT, Berghs School of
Communications
SILVER: BEAUTIFUL AS YOU ARE, Aller Media / Vi
Unge, Garnier Pure Active
BRONZE: EUROPA-PARK RUST, BILD Brand Studio,
Europa-Park

Best Integrated Program
GOLD: The GOOD IN CROATIA, Native Ad Studio of
Hanza Media, Žito Group/Brand Good
SILVER: TRIACTION by TRIUMPH, Aller Media/
Femina, Triumph
BRONZE: STRONG IS BEAUTIFUL, Summit Media/
Cosmopolitan, Pantene

Best Use of YouTube
GOLD: SHARED DREAM: THE YOUTUBE SHOW,
24sata d.o.o, Coca-Cola
SILVER: ARE YOU GOOD ENOUGH?, Gonzo Media,
Lenovo
BRONZE: VIDEOSTAR: FIRST YOUTUBE TALENT
SHOW, 24sata d.o.o / JoomBoos, Coca-Cola

Native Advertising Institute
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ALL WINNERS OF THE NATIVE ADVERTISING AWARDS 2017

Best Use of Print Media
GOLD: MEDIAZINE, Mediahuis Content Connections,
Mediamarkt Belgium
SILVER: THE FAN’S BIBLE, Schibsted Content
Studio, Norrlands Guld
BRONZE: CITY LIFE, BTMX Partnerlab, Drive Now
Best Use of Online Media
GOLD: NOSHAME, 24sata d.o.o., Pliva
SILVER: STRIPTEASE FOR MELANOMA, 24sata
d.o.o., Drogerie Markt
BRONZE: CANCER FIGHTERS, CBS News Digital,
Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Best Use of AFP Web TV
GOLD: SHARED DREAM: THE YOUTUBE SHOW,
24sata d.o.o, Coca Cola
SILVER: #GGfestival Livestrem, Gonzo Media,
#GGfestival
BRONZE: VIDEOSTAR: FIRST YOUTUBE TALENT
SHOW, 24sata d.o.o /JoomBoos, Coca Cola
Best Use of Podcast
COMMENDED: EDGE OF THE WEB, Edge Media
Studios / Site Strategics, Edge Media

FORMAT
Best Use of Infographic
SILVER: IRISH PEOPLE FLY MORE OFTEN THAN WE
THINK, Independent News & Media, Aer Lingus
BRONZE: GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS,
Quartz / Groupe Connect, Bank of America
COMMENDED: HOW TODAY’S GENERATION
IS TURNING HOMEBUYING ON ITS HEAD, WP
BrandStudio, National Association of Realtors
Best Use of Video
GOLD: DAY ZERO, Bloomberg Media, Optum
SILVER: THE BRITISH IMPACT, Atlantic Re:think,
Jaguar
BRONZE: ICHIGO ICHIE, CNN International
Commercial /Great Big Story, All Nippon Airways
Best Use of Text
GOLD: KONGENS NEI, VG Partnerstudio, Nordisk
Film
SILVER: GAME OF THRONES, Schibsted Content
Studio, HBO Nordic
BRONZE: NOSHAME, 24sata d.o.o., Pliva

NEW: Best in-app/in-game Native Advertising

Best Series of Sponsored Articles
GOLD: RESTORING THE PROMISE OF PUBLIC

SILVER: VOLVOQZAPP, Quartz / Mindshare, Volvo

EDUCATION, Atlantic Re:think, Allstate

Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

SILVER: REDISCOVERING IRELAND: the Wild
Atlantic Way, the Lakelands and Ireland’s Ancient
East, Independent News & Media / Mindshare, Fáilte
Ireland
BRONZE: THE HIDDEN GEMS OF NORWAY, VG
Partnerstudio, Innovasjon Norge

Native Advertising Institute
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The Native Advertising Awards Jury 2017
CHAIR(WO)MAN OF THE JURY
Stephanie Losee, Head of Content at Visa

Irina Pashina, Senior Director, Content Marketing
at SAP

Pierre Wingren, Head of Native Advertising at
N365 Group

THE NATIVE ADVERTISING AWARDS JURY:
Jesper Laursen, Founder of the Native Advertising
Institute

Dominik Grau, Chief Innovation Officer at Ebner
Media Group

Gilad de Vries, Senior Vice President of Strategy at
Outbrain

Tobi Elkin, Content Creator and Consultant

Jamie Toward, Managing Partner at Karmarama

Stuart Feil, Custom Publishing Director at Adweek

Morten Saxnaes, Head of Brand Activation and
Social at & Co

Susan Borst, Deputy Director, Mobile - IAB
Chad Pollitt, Native Advertising expert, CMO
influencer and key note speaker
Melanie Deziel, Branded Content Consultant and
Founder of the Overlap League
Newell Thompson, SVP Sales & Marketing at Fabl
Rebecca Lieb, Leading Industry Analyst on Native
Advertising
Jason A Miller, Global Content Marketing Leader
at LinkedIn

Sam Slaughter, Vice President of Content at
Contently

Søren Nielsen, Agency Manager at Google

Ana Plisic, Head of Native Ad Studio of Hanza
Media

Ally Stuart, Regional Director, EMEA at
Sharethrough

Hugo McCafferty, Native Editor at the
Independent News & Media

Damjan Planinc, Managing Director at Get
Interactive Agency

Lindsey Clarke, Managing Director at Nativo

Johann Laeschke, General Manager at Virtue,
Vice Media GmbH

Dale Lovell, Chief Digital Officer at Adyoulike

Raquel Bubar, Director of T Brand Studio
International at the New York Times

Hannah Meium, Director of Content at DDB News
York

Tom Jenen, Director, Advisor for Technology and
Media; Xoogler

Lukas Kircher, Founder & Partner at C3 - Creative
Code and Content

Luigi Santini, Head of Native Advertising at RCS
Studio

Maria Marteleur, Founder of Storstad
Medieproduktion

Tim Cain, Founder of Digital First Media

Lon Otremba, Chief Executive Officer and Director
at Bidtellect

Johannes Ceh, Content Strategist and
Management Consultant

Frank Vogel, Co-Founder and Managing Partner at
Vogel Obentz

Nick Drake, Senior Vice President, Digital at
T-Mobile
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Brandon Keenen, Senior Digital Commercial
Director at CNN International Commercial
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How to Win a Native
Advertising Award
The 2018 Native Advertising Awards opens for entries March 5th, 2018.
Final deadline to get your entry in is July 6th, 2018. Here you will learn
what it takes to win an award – and why you should give it a try.
Who can participate?
The Native Advertising Awards is open to all media
companies, brands, organisations, adtech companies, agencies and studios engaged in producing
native advertising. All entries must include work
created and/or published July 2017 - July 2018.
We accept entries that originate from any country
in the world.
What’s in it for you?
Along with the other winners you are promoted via
the NAI blog, newsletter and social media, as well
as in a press release which was picked up last year
by various media in the Philippines, Denmark, UK,
South Africa, Canada, Germany and more.
If you join us in Berlin, we would love the opportunity to do a video interview with you, which will
also be featured on the NAI blog and other owned
channels. If you win an award, we also invite you
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

to be featured in the annual ebook on world-class
native advertising examples. You will of course also
have the opportunity to promote your new status
as one of our award winners using digital badges,
press releases and a beautiful physical award.
How to write a compelling entry?
Based on experiences from last year’s entries, we
advise you to take these three things into
consideration:
1) Take your time answering all parts of the entry
carefully and with as many details as possible.
Also, make sure that your client/clients are on
board in due time, while ensuring they are open to
publishing the results of your joint native advertising case study on NAI’s channels. This includes the
annual ebook of best native advertising case study
examples.

Native Advertising Institute
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2) Avoid overstatements and stick to the facts. This
will allow you more room to impress the jury. You
can find inspiration and guidance from the case
studies showcased in this ebook.
3) Make sure you state all relevant results. Even
though social media impressions can be impressive only mention them if they are relevant to the
KPIs of your client.
Choosing categories
You can submit entries in multiple categories if
relevant. An entry fee for each category still apply.
The jury reserves the right to alter your entry to fit
the category, if needed.
Entry Essentials
To be eligible for judging, your entry has to meet
the following criteria:
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- all sections of the entry formula have to be filled
and if possible, a video or pdf showreel of your
campaign or company should be included in the
entry.
- supporting material should not surpass 5 MB if it
is sent as an attachment.
- Web-based material and video content on Youtube / Vimeo is preferred instead of video attachments ( this is often easier for the jury to access
than major download files)
Judging Criteria
The 2018 jury will be looking for campaigns and
companies that have demonstrated success and
excelled with native advertising activities over the
past 12 months. Entries should relate to work conducted from July 2018 - July 2018.
We kindly advise you to provide clear evidence
to support and prove your success. This includes
clear metrics around KPI’s, creative assets and
links to your work that may help demonstrate the
quality of your entry.
Your entry will be scored based on the following
criteria:
- Innovation
- Strategic Excellence
- Creativity
- Consumer Relevancy and Value
- ROI related to KPI’s
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples

Entry rules?
Entry Fees and Payment
Entrants pay entry fee per entry.
- Early Bird Deadline: March 5th, 2018
€145 per entry
- Lazy Bird Deadline: May 5th, 2018
€245 per entry
- Last Chance Deadline: July 6th, 2018
€345 per entry
Final Deadline for entries is July 6th at 12PM CEST
(Copenhagen, Denmark)
Your entries are considered PENDING, and will not
be eligible for judging until payment is received.
You will receive a notification once your payment is
registered in our system. Deadline for last payment
is August 13th.
Refunds
No refunds will be made once a submission is complete. A submission that fails to meet the specifications requested in the above will not be eligible
for judging and will be excluded without notice. No
refunds will be made.

How about confidentiality?
All entries submitted to the Native Advertising
Awards become the property of Native Advertising
Awards and is likely to be used in a promotional
context. If parts of your submission should not be
disclosed to the public, please indicate this on the
entry form by stating CONFIDENTIAL – DO NOT
SHARE. Such requests will be honoured.

The 2018 jury will be
looking for campaigns
and companies that have
demonstrated success
and excelled with native
advertising actitivies over
the past 12 months.

Which categories can I choose?
You can submit entries in multiple categories if relevant. An entry fee for each category still applies.
The jury reserves the right to alter your entry to fit
the category if needed.

Native Advertising Institute
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Winners
The winners will be announced at the world’s largest conference on native advertising “Native Advertising DAYS” in November 2018 in Berlin. This
year, the conference welcomed 400+ participants
from 20 countries around the globe.

In Case of Additional Questions?
For more information, contact NAI at
hello@native-institute.com

The Native Advertising Awards Jury 2018
This amazing 2018 jury is curated across nations
and continents and counts relevant professional
qualifications and skill sets. Jury members are chosen on the basis of their experience in the field of
native advertising, social media, content creation
and media. Chairwoman of the Jury is Stephanie
Losee, Head of Content at VISA.

Please note that sponsors of the Native Advertising
Awards are not eligible in categories they sponsor.

Read more about all the 32 categories at
www.nativeadvertisinginstitute.com

Jesper Laursen, Founder and CEO of the Native
Advertising Institute
Susan Borst, Deputy Director, Mobile - IAB
Melanie Deziel, Founder of the Overlap League
Rebecca Lieb, Leading Industry Analyst on Native
Advertising

The winners will be announced at
the world’s largest confernece on native
advertising “Native Advertising DAYS”
in November 2018 in Berlin.

Jason A. Miller, Global Content Marketing Leader
at LinkedIn
Stuart Feil, Custom Publishing Director at AdWeek
Newell Thompson, SVP Sales & Marketing at Fabl
Hannah Meium, Director of Content at DDB New
York
Lukas Kircher, Founder & Partner at C3 - Creative
Code and Content
Award Winning Native Advertising Examples
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Join Us in Berlin for the World’s
Foremost Conference on
Native Advertising
November 6th – 8th 2018
in BERLIN
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Read more and buy your ticket at
nativeadvertisinginstitute.com/days
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